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Summary

Nieuwburg R.A.A. : Line correspondences in an image sequence recorded by a moving camera

Master Thesis Report, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Departement: Measurement and Control
Systems, Section: Measurement and Control Group, Eindhoven University of Technology

This report deals with the Hne correspondence problem. From an image sequence recorded by a
moving camera we want to put the corresponding 2D Hne segments together. Two 2D Hne
segments from different images are corresponding if both Hne segments are a projection of the
same 3D Hne segment in the scene which is recorded. The sets of corresponding 2D line segments
are required to make the 3D reconstruction of the line segments. After the formulation of the
problem five correspondence algorithms are evaluated and compared. One of them is chosen.
Further, this correspondence algorithm is examined in detail, implemented and improved. With a
limited set of image sequences the algorithm is tested. The algorithm works correct for image
sequences with a smooth camera path, small interframe changes in the 2D line segments and no
missing line segments. For image sequences with missing Hne segments in some images the result
of the algorithm is limited correct. Further research to treat the missing lines is necessary. Besi
des, the comparison with experiments of other correspondence algorithms can give more insight
into the weaknesses of the various correspondence algorithms.

Samenvatting

Nieuwburg R.A.A. : Lijn correspondenties in een serie beelden opgenomen met een bewegende
camera

Afstudeerverslag, Faculteit Electrotechniek, Vakgroep Meet en Besturingssystemen, Sectie Meten
en Regelen, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven

Dit rapport behandelt het lijn correspondentie probleem. Van een serie beelden opgenomen met
een bewegende camera willen we de corresponderende 2D lijnstukken bij elkaar plaatsen. Twee
2D lijnstukken uit verschillende beelden corresponderen als ze beide een projectie zijn van
hetzelfde 3D lijnstuk uit de scene waarvan een opname gemaakt is. De sets van corresponderende
2D lijnstukken zijn vereist om de 3D reconstructie van de lijnstukken te maken. Na de formule
ring van het probleem zijn vijf correspondentie algoritmes geevalueerd en vergeleken. Hieruit is er
één gekozen. Dit algoritme is vervolgens nader bekeken, geimplementeerd en verbeterd. Met een
beperkte set aan beeldenseries is het algoritme getest. Het algoritme werkt correct voor beeldense
ries met een glad verlopend camerapad, kleine veranderingen in de lijnstukken en geen ontbreken
de lijnstukken. Voor beeldenseries waarin lijnstukken ontbreken, levert het algoritme geen correct
resultaat. Verder onderzoek is nodig om dit op te lossen. Tevens kan het vergelijken van experi
menten van andere correspondentie algoritmes meer inzicht geven in de zwakke punten van de
diverse correspondentie algoritmes.
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1 Introduction

This report documents a project done for the Measurement and Control Group. In this Group the
vision research is conducted among other disciplines. Vision means the use of cameras as
measuring tools. Most of the time vision systems are integrated in overall systems which also
include contro! units. An example is a system with a camera, a robot arm, and a computer. With
the camera we measure the position of an object. The vision measurements are processed by the
computer which controls the actions of the robot arm. The computer can tor instance command
the robot arm to locate and lift the object.

Recorded camera images are two dimensionaI, they are projections of a 3D scene from the camera
's viewpoint. If we use more than one camera to record a scene it is possible to reconstruct the
3D scene with the knowledge of the relative positions of the cameras. With one camera and thus
only one image we can not reconstruct the scene. But when the camera moves and records images
from different viewpoints it is possible to make a 3D reconstruction. This idea is called structure
from motion [1]. With one moving camera we record different images of a scene. The
determination of the 3D structure of the scene is done by reconstruction of the positions of 3D
line segments. To reconstruct one 3D line segment we need multiple, different 2D projections of
that line segment. An image sequence recorded with one moving camera contains multiple 2D
projections of multiple 3D line segments of the scene. For the reconstruction we need the correct
sets of 2D projections. Each set contains 2D line segments of all images from the same 3D line
segment. Two 2D line segments from different images of a sequence are in correspondence if they
are projections of the same 3D line segment. In other words, we need to create sets of
corresponding line segments. Finding these sets is a large combinatorial search problem. For two
images with each m 2D line segments we have to choose the correct sets out of m! possible
combinations of sets. We have to repeat this for all two successive images of the sequence. A
sequence with m=SO is not exaggeratedly large in practice. The problem of finding sets of
corresponding 2D line segments is called the line correspondence problem.

The goals of the project are to tind a method which can solve the line correspondence problem, to
implement, to test and to improve the chosen method. In this way we wish to gain more insight
into the line correspondence problem.
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In figure 1 the situation is drawn in which the input for the problem is shown. We record an
image sequence of N images with one moving camera. The camera moves along a smooth, but
unknown path. The line changes in the image sequence are relatively smalI. The unknown 30
scene in which all objects remain in rest, is projected from N different camera viewpoints in N
images. As an example of a corresponding line segments the left vertical line segments in the front
plane of the cube are drawn thick. The method or algorithm which solves the line correspondence
problem adds the correspondence information to the image sequence. The output is an image
sequence in which we know the sets of corresponding 20 line segments.

In this report a number of words are used with a specitic meaning in the context of the line
correspondence problem. A set of 20 line segments which are corresponding is called a
trajectory. Finding the correspondences is described as 'matching line segments' or 'linking line
segments'. A link of two line segments is a connection between two line segments from successive
images. The link is correct if the lines are in correspondence. In some artkies [5,7,9] the action
to find the correspondences is referred to as 'tracking line segments'.

All algorithms to find corresponding line segments are built on assumptions. With these
assumptions and some procedures we search the correspondences in restricted search areas. The
setup of the algorithms always contain subjective design chokes. The correspondence problem is
too complex to derive algorithms by means of analytical solutions. Finding and configuring a good
algorithm is a trial and error process. In this trial and error process we must try to create some
structural approach.
Although we have an enormous amount of possibilities, we know a number of assumptions which
can help us in our search process. In figure 2 four examples to iIIustrate four assumptions are
given. These assumptions are:

I The nearest lines in successive images are a good tirst guess for correspondence.

In both image la and lb three lines are shown, line I from the first and lines 2 and 3 from the
second image of the sequence. The choice of correspondence of line 1 and 2 is more likely
correct than the choke of correspondence of line land 3.

2 The shape of 20 projections of objects does not change enormously between two images.

If we have to judge whether the left or the right image contains corresponding parallelograms we

2
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would choose the left image (see figure 2).

3 A line changes smoothly along the image sequence

In image 3a and 3b sets of Iines are drawn, where each line is from another image. The set of
Iines in image 3b has a non smooth path and the sets of 3a a smooth one, so 3a probably contains
a correct trajectory and 3b probably an incorrect one.

4 Correspondence can be found more easily with lines less close to each other

In an image with Iines very close to each other it is more complicated to tind the correspondences.
Image 4b is more complicated than image 4a.

All these assumptions can be found back in the correspondence algorithm which is discussed in
this report.

The project is done by following the project path of figure 3. This path can be found back in the
structure of the report. In chapter 2 we discuss the line correspondence problem more in detail
and we mention the subproblems which need to be dealt with. Five methods are brietly evaluated
and compared in chapter 3. We choose one of these five methods. The concrete algorithm of this
method is discussed in section 4.1. We try to create more understanding of the algorithm in
section 4.2. Proposed modifications to improve the algorithm are explained in section 4.3. The
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problem description

~
method selection

~
method understanding

~
method implementation

~
method improvement

~
method testing

~
conc1usions

figure 3 project path

algorithm is implemented in a C+ + program which is the subject of chapter 5. We experiment
with this program in chapter 6. The results of the experiments are summarized in chapter 7.
Finally the conclusions are given in chapter 8.
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2 Problem description
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Avision application cao start with the recording of a scene. In our research an image sequence is
recorded by one moving camera. The objects in this scene are not moving. The motion of the
camera is relatively smooth. The image sequence is processed by a line extraction tooi using edge
detection. This results in a sequence of line images. These line images each consist of a set of line
segments which are detected edges in the scene. The line image sequence is the input tor a
matching procedure. The result of the matching step is a set of trajectories of corresponding line
segments. A trajectory from a sequence of N images is a row of N line segments where each line
segment is from one of the N images. Line segment at position k in the trajectory originates from
image k. This set of trajectories is input tor further vision tasks (tigure 4). Avision task can be
the 3D reconstruction of the 2D line segments [2]. The subject of this report is the matching step.
This matching step consists of tinding a solution to the tollowing correspondence problem:

Given a sequence of fine images, recorded by a moving camera, determine trajectories of
corresponding fine segments

The requested trajectories are visualized in figure 5 as dotted lines. In this illustration the tirst,
second and last image have been drawn with each two line segments and two trajectories.

In order to completely understand the correspondence problem it needs to be described more in
detail.

Detailed problem description

Given: a scene consisting of M. 3D line segments L j , all objects are and remain in rest:

(The order is arbitrary.)
By a moving camera a sequence of N successive images is recorded.
Each image i consists of a set Sj of mi 2D line segments:

5
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where: lki
: the kth 2D line segment in the ith image.

mi: the number of line segments in image i.

Note that capital L's and small l's are used to distinguish between 3D and 2D line segments.
Capital M. is used to denote the number of lines in the scene and the mi 's for the numbers of line
segments in the images. M. is an unknown, fixed number, depending on the scene while the mi
can vary for different images and are known.

The following notation is introduced to describe correspondence:

Line segment lfi(a/ in the ith image is the 2D recording of line segment La of the scene (é means
correspondence). Each image i has its own permutation function fi(.). This function is used to
connect a position number in a set Si with a 3D line segment from the scene.
fi(a) is equal to the number j of the line segment in the ith image which is the recording of La:

where:
l~i~N

l~j::S;;mi

1~a~M.

So line lfi(a)i is a line segment placed at a position (a) in set Si and is corresponding to La in the
scene. Correspondence of a 2D line segment and a 3D line segment means that the 2D line
segment is a 2D projection of the 3D fine segment in an image of the sequence.

The correspondence of 2D and 3D line segments is now used to describe the correspondence of
2D line segments from different images.

Two line segments of two successive images k and k + 1, lrk and f.k+ \ are in correspondence if
both line segments correspond to the same 3D line segment in the scene:

The fact that the two 2D line segments correspond to the same 3D line segment is a sufticient
condition for the two 2D line segments to he corresponding. We do not need to know the 3D line
segment. In fact, the reconstruction of the 3D line segments is done by using the correspondences
of the 2D line segments.

The required solution for the line correspondence probfem looks like:

M ~ M. line segment trajectories :

6



such that each trajectory consists of line segments which are all corresponding and with M
as close to Ms as possible.

If in image i a line segment recording of 4 is not present (Ifi(b/ is missing) the trajectory
of Lb can have an open spot at position i in the trajectory.

Realizing which solution we search, we formulate the following problem:

Correspondenee problem:

Find the permutations fJ.} for all N images, given N sets of fine segments, such that
correct trajectories are determined. A correct trajeetory is a trajeetory which is only jilled
with corresponding fine segments and with open spots at the positions where line segments
are missing. The number oftrajectories, M, must include as many lines which have
corresponding fine in other images as possible. In the trajectories we want to place all
available combinations of two corresponding lines of two successive images. This means
we want to place the combinations lpii ~1,/+1 with I ~Pi~mi' I ~qi~mi+l for all
combinations of two images i=J ,N-J and for all available Pi-qi combinations which give a
correspondence.

The link between Mand the numbers mi is hard to see through. M can be larger than the minimal
mi of all the images. For the images where mi is smaller than M, M-mi spots are left open in the
trajectories. M can also be larger than the maximal mi of all the images. Line segments moving in
or out of the camera view can result in more trajectories than this maximal mi' We wish to
determine trajectories tor Ms 3D line segments, meaning M is maximal equal to M.: M ~ Ms' Due
to the fact we do not know Ms and the possibility of undesirable, extracted noisy line segments M
could exceed Ms'

This means that we cannot exactly determine M before the search for the correspondences is
started. It seems to be good to determine M during the search for as many corresponding line
segments as possible.

To solve the correspondence problem, i.e. to compose an algorithm which performs the matching
procedure the following issues need to be dealt with:

• line segment representation
How are line segments represented? What will be the best representation of the line
segments?

• matching criterion
How can we judge whether two line segments correspond? What criterion can be used and
under which assumptions?

• search order
In what order must we search for corresponding line segments? What is the effect of the
search order on the result? Does the order of the input have an effect on the search?

• search limitations
In a sequence of n images with each m line segments in each image there are (ml)n-I
possible sets of trajectories. Each two successive images have m! possible solutions and
we have n-1 of them. A sequence with 5 images and 10 line segments in each image has
(10!)5-1::=::: 1026 possible sets of trajectories. How can we limit this large number of
possibilities? Can we create a search space which is smalI, but contains the right
combinations of line segments?

7



• tentative solution
How must we create, judge, compare and change tentative solutions?

• unequal number of line segments
How must the algorithm deal with a different number of line segments in the images? A
line present in an image can be absent in the next. In this case we speak of phantom line
segments to name these missing line segments. Occlusion can occur, a failure in the
extraction phase can happen or the line can move out of the camera view. Line segments
can appear when they are entering the view or were occluded. Each of these situations
should be accounted for.

• bootstrapping stage
When some images are already examined in some way, there is some knowledge of the
dynamics of the line segments. But what should be done at the start? In the tirst images
called the bootstrapping stage, there is no information about the motion of the line
segments.

8



3 Overview of methods

3.1 Introduction

In the past ten years the correspondence problem is discussed in a number of articles. In these
articles it is tried to solve the correspondence problem using image sequences obtained trom one
or two cameras. The stereo matching problem, finding correspondence in two images from two
different views is not discussed here. The correspondence problem is solved in order to perform
further vision tasks such as 3D-reconstruction [2], object recognition and motion analysis. In the
diverse texts some basic idea or method is introduced using some assumptions. After a description
of an algorithm which implements the method some results are presented. In most of the articles
some extra modifications are contributed to improve the result. There is a tendency to make
general algorithms which can establish correspondence tor various features like points, line
segments, regions and curves. All these features are referred to as tokens. In this report we only
consider line segments further referred to as lines. The motivation to use lines is stated in [3] and
[8]. In [3] a trade-off in complexity of the extraction of tokens and the determination of the
correspondence is mentioned as an argument to use lines. Moreover, line edges are predominantly
present in man-made environments which are often subject in computer vision applications. In [8]
the advantage of lines over points is described . In a noisy image it is easier to extract lines than
points.

In order to limit the large number of possible matches and to simplify the algorithm some
assumptions are introduced. In the literature we found the tollowing assumptions:

• Availability of 3D-data
With the availability of 3D-data of the Hne segment the ambiguity of a 2D-projection of a
3D-scene is removed.

• No missing Hne segments in the images
It is assumed there is no occlusion, appearance, disappearance or extraction failure.

• Translation of a Hne is negligible compared to rotation

• AvailabiHty extra intormation of lines
Besides the orientation, length and position of a line there is extra intormation to
distinguish lines like contrast, intensity, width ,steepness and straightness

• Multiple images recorded trom the scene are available

• Short time interval and slow camera movement between the recordings of the images

This implicates:
• Slowly varying line attributes
• Limited translation and rotation of lines
• Small perspective change between successive images

• Motion of the camera is smooth and continuous

9



• Smoothest line trajectories =* most correct correspondences

• Assumptions derived trom the human visual system
• interpretation with non colliding linear motion is preferred
The combination in which there are no collisions and there is a Iinear motion of a group
of features establishes correspondence.
• rigidity of objects
• continuity of motion
• figural integrity objects
A gradual variation in figural properties of the projection of objects.

• Long lines are less sensitive to noise than short Iines

The first four assumptions will not be applied in this report. We consider 2D-data, image
sequences with a varying number of Iines, no extra information and we will not neglect the trans
Iation compared to the rotation of lines.

3.2 Methods

In the next subsections we will briefly describe five methods. For a complete explanation of these
methods, check the articles [3, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The methods are numbered in a random way. They are
compared and judged in sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.2.1 Method 1: Search area with Kalman filtering

In this method [5] each line is represented by a state vector with four attributes and their first and
second derivative. The combination of its prediction and the prediction of its error covariance
defines a search area, in terms of a Mahalanobis distance. Lines from the next image in this
search area are assumed to be possible matches. Once a match is found, Kalman tiltering is
applied to update the state vector and its error covariance. After this updating the prediction and
matching can be started tor the next image. For each line in the first image a trajectory is set up
in this way. Due to the possibility of more than one line in the search area multiple trajectories for
one line may need to be generated. This can result in an exponential growth in trajectories. The
resulting trajectories are treated by using a number of heuristics like:

Locking on areliabIe line
In the case of multiple matches the one with the smallest error covariance is preferred.
Rigidity
Use rigidity to choose between a combination of multiple matches.
Support of existence or contidence factor
Trajectories arisen from a multiple match are examined in the next images. Trajectories
built from false matches will probably find no match in tollowing images. This is retlected
in a number called support of existence, which reflects the adequacy of a trajectory with
the measured images. This number can be used to remove wrong trajectories.

With this after care we hope to limit the trajectory growth.

3.2.2 Method 2: Minimal rotation

10



The motion of a point between successive images A and B can be described by a rotation matrix R
and a translation T. The component T is assumed to be negHgible. In stead of considering the
rotation matrix R the angle of rotation O=f(R) it represents is used in the comparison criterion.
We now consider two sets of points in two images A and B. The first set contains all points in the
two images, the second all points but point i from A and point j from B. The average of all points
in image A and the average of all points in Bare mapped by an R-matrix. The two sets have a
matrix Rl and R2 and angles of rotation 01 and O2 , We now create correspondence by searching the
minimal Eij = 101- 02 1.

minimal Eij ~ It and IjBare corresponding

This method [6] is made compatible to Hnes by converting a line into points by taking the cross
product of two points on the Hne.

3.2.3 Method 3: Exchanges in trajectories with path coherence

Initial trajectories are set up by using a nearest neighbour(=NN) mie. A Hne Ij in image k is
coupled to a Hne Ij in image k+ 1 with the use of a nearness criterion. If there is no Hne Ij tor
which the nearness is less than some threshold dmax a phantom Hne is inserted in the trajectory.
(The number of trajectories is doubled by adding trajectories of only phantom Hnes). The
trajectories built with the NN mie are the starting point for further examination. For a number of
times the trajectories are examined and manipulated. The basic assumption of M3 [3] is that a
smooth trajectory consists of corresponding Hnes. So in the examination the initial set is
smoothened with the help of a smoothing mechanism and a smoothing criterion, the path
coherence criterion "IJI'. For a number of iterations combinations of two trajectories are checked for
which an exchange of parts of trajectories could lead to smoother ones. With these exchanges the
total sum of deviations trom smooth trajectories is decreased to a minimum. When this minimum
has been reached, it is assumed most correct matches are found.

3.2.4 Method 4: Relaxation with path coherence

Given two successive images A and B with mand n lines, the method [7] starts with n x m initial
probabilities PiO) (1 sis m, 1sj sn). A probability PiO) indicates if Hne It matches Ir The
probability p can take a value from zero to one, where a close to one number indicates match and
close to zero no match.
The tollowing functions are used in the method:

path coherence "IJl'
expressing the change in speed and direction
compatibility function ri/q,r)
expressing the relative preference or dislike for a pair of matched Hnes It-IjB and V-I r

B.
support function qiO)
the sum of preferences or dislikes for the pairs It-IjB and IqA-I r

Btor all q and r.
update function pND
the probabiHty of the match between It and IjBin the kth iteration.

(I)

"IJl' is used to determine rij, rij to determine qj and qj to determine pr After a number of iterations

11



steady
probabilities are achieved and the PiU) "'" 1 indicate which Hnes in image A and B correspond.

3.2.5 Method 5: Weighted disparities

In two steps Hnes from two images are being matched. The matching criterion in this method [8]
is a disparity function. Disparity is the difference of a Hne attribute of two Hnes from two images.
Eight disparities are combined in a weighted sum to form the disparity function. In the first step
of the matching process, called kemel matching, for a set of n Hnes the corresponding Hnes are
found by choosing the combination with the minimal outcome for the disparity function. In this
first step for a few (n=3) Hnes which are long and far away from each other matches are
searched. In the second step, called further matching, Hnes are matched one by one including the
result from the past. Lines already matched will not be matched again. With bidirectional
matching the found solution is checked.

3.3 Comparison of the methods

Comparing completely different methods is not so easy. The utility and the judgement of a method
depends on a number of coherent issues. In order to express preference between the methods they
are evaluated by tïve criterions. These criterions are the following:

Eftïcacy
Is a large percentage of correspondences estabHshed?
Efficiency
How many comparisons are used to estabHsh the solution? How good is the search space
limited?
Order independence
Is the order of the input intluencing the result?
Capacity
The method has to be able to process a reasonable large number of Hnes
Motion
How is the motion of Hnes handled?

The judgements for the different methods are given on a scale from -- to + +, from very bad to
very good. The five methods are denoted abbreviated Ml, .. ,M5.

MI M2 M3 M4 M5

efficacy +/- - + + +

efficiency ? - + -- 0

order independency + + - + 0

capacity + - + - +

motion ++ - + + -

The judgement of MI for efficacy and efficiency is depending on the quaHty of the after care to
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handle trajectory growth. When the growth in trajectories is considerable, the number of
comparisons is large and the percentage of correct matches will be smalI. Although the
Mahalanobis distance limits the search space an enormous amount of trajectories can cancel this
effect. Further, the result of MI is not influenced by the order of the input, it can process a large
amount of lines. MI has the best score of all methods on the motion criterion because it accounts
for acceleration.

M2 will probably score bad on efficacy. If not too smali sets of lines are under examination, the
difference in a set with all lines from two images and a set with two lines dropped will be small.
The efficiency score is also bad. For establishing a correspondence many combinations of two sets
need to be investigated. This means many time consuming averaging operations need to be
executed to find the R matrices. M2 is not capable of handling a large number of lines. As said,
the difference in the two compared sets will be lost. The notion of motion can only be partially
found back in the matching procedure, only rotation is included. Moreover, M2 is not suitable tor
scenes with collinear lines, due to the fact the cross product of two points on the line is used.

M3 is probably capable of establishing a good result. With a direct method smooth trajectories are
searched and found. When the number of exchanges remains limited, the score on efticiency is
also positive. On order independency the score is bad. The order of the input intluences both the
building of the initial trajectories and the order of exchanging. So the result might be intluenced
by the order of the input. No drawbacks occur to do matching for a large amount of lines. In the
path coherence criterion a linear change in line attributes is assumed, so motion is accounted for.

M4 is able to establish a good result too. lts score on efficiency is extreme bad. It has no search
restrictions and thus every possible match is investigated. Additionally, all these possibilities are
investigated a number of iterations. M4 is independent of the order of the input and it accounts for
motion, just like M3. Because there are no search restrictions the capacity is limited.

Aresuit from M5 can be good, if the changes between images are smalI. This method does not
account for motion of the lines. It only assumes minimal displacement of the lines. The efticiency
is dubious. In the tirst stage not too many comparisons are necessary, the list of already matched
lines is small. At the end of the matching step for two images this list can be large and thus many
effort must be done to add more correspondences. The matching and the result can be aft'ected by
the order of the input, because already matched lines are used to create further matching. This
does not necessarily introduce bad results, because the rigidity assumption seems to justify the
used approach. No big drawbacks are present tor application of this method tor many lines.

For MI and M3 no big objections can be made.

The score of M2 is bad on multiple criterions. The most important arguments to reject M2 are the
assumption that only rotation of lines needs to be accounted for, it is inefticient due to the
averaging operations and it can not handle collinear lines. The weak spot of M4 is its lack of
limitation of the search space. This method will be taking a lot of time to create matches tor a
scene with areasonabie amount of lines. M5 is rejected because its basic assumption - only small
changes in the lines - is only satisfied for a slow camera motion and a small interframe time. M5
does not account for speed satisfactory.

3.4 Method 1 versus Method 3

In the previous section the preference for MI and M3 is explained. For the other three methods
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major objections were made to disapprove of them. Now MI and M3 are compared more
thoroughly. Comparing completely different methods can not be done straight torward.
Attempting to compare aspects which can be found in every matching method makes it possible to
position the methods with respect to each other. Note that aspects cannot always be considered
completely separate from each other.

Basic mechanism

Each matching method has its specitic basic mechanism: its basic action to find matches. When
you want to judge a matching method you have to approve or disapprove this mechanism. MI has
a predict-match-update loop with the use of Kalman filtering and the Mahalanobis distance to
select possible matches. The Kalman tiltering provides asolid mathematical underground. The
loop is similar to how humans search: Use information from the past to predict a future search
area and find matches within this area. M3 contains two basic mechanisms. The first is used in the
initial procedure to find the nearest neighbouring lines in successive images with a NN rule. This
corresponds to our intuition which says neighbouring lines from successive images are the first
candidates for matches. The second mechanism is a smoothing procedure which transforms a start
set of trajectories into smoothened trajectories. The mechanisms in both MI and M3 seem to be
useful and correct.

Assumptions

Both methods assume a short interframe time and a relatively smooth camera motion. Matching
methods will become quite complex or even impossible to build if such assumptions are not made.
If too strong assumptions are made the practical utility will be limited. MI assumes zero speed
and acceleration at the start. Further, it assumes corresponding lines are to be tound in each
others neighbourhood, objects in the scene are rigid and the system and measurement noise are
Gaussian with zero means. The assumptions for the noise are necessary tor applying Kalman
filtering with sense. M3 also supposes neighbouring lines to be possible matches in the initial
procedure. Further, it assumes slow variation of line attributes through the images and that the
smoothest trajectories will contain most correct matches. Assumptions in both methods do not
result in a more limited use of one of the two methods.

Matching criterion

This is the criterion to judge whether lines are corresponding. Of course, this matching criterion
should fit in the mechanism of the method. So MI has a matching criterion in terms of the
Mahalanobis distance and M3 has a smoothing criterion using '!t. In MI the combination of the
prediction of a line and the prediction of its uncertainty defines a search area in the next image.
Every line in this search area is a possible match. In M3 tor nearness a disparity function is used.
Further, M3 uses the path coherence measure '!t = '!t(lk-I ,1k,lk+ I). The path through these three lines
is smoothest as '!t equals zero. '!t close to zero indicates a smooth path and hence three
corresponding lines. A striking difference in the two criterions is acceleration. In the
determination of the Mahalanobis distance acceleration is incorporated. In the path coherence
criterion '!t acceleration is assumed to be zero.

Representation of fine segments

In both methods the same set of line attributes is used to represent lines: coordinates of the mid
point, length and orientation. In M3 another, fifth parameter d is used. In MI state vectors consis-
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ting of the line attributes and their first and second derivatives are used in the predict-match
update loop. In M3 only the line attributes themselves are used. Keeping track of speed and
acceleration of the line attributes can contribute to a better way of finding matches, but it also
requires more administration and extensive calculations.

Search rules and order

In MI the matching is done image by image and lines in a image are examined in a random order.
All trajectories are incompletely filled until the matching is done tor all images. Three situations
can occur for a line under examination. If correspondence between a line and an existing
trajectory is found, the line is placed in this trajectory. When multiple matches are found,
trajectories are split. The line is placed in multiple trajectories. In the case no match is found, a
new trajectory is created and the Hne is placed in this new one. A wrong match can cause multiple
matches and a big increase in trajectories. This must be repaired with after care mies. In M3 the
search is started with a completely filled set of trajectories, set up with a NN mie. For every set
of three successive images every combination of two trajectories is investigated. For these
combinations it is determined whether a swap should be done. A wrong match can result in wrong
swaps, which must be repaired in later iterations. The order in which the candidates are swapped,
is determined by the size of a G jj gain. The chance of a suboptimal result with this order is
present.

Search limitatiolls

To limit the enormous amount of possibilities search restrictions are composed for finding matches
and creating trajectories. In MI the search area for plausible matches is restricted by the
Mahalanobis distance dM. In M3 dmax gives a search constraint for the composition of the initial
trajectories and dmax is used to select combinations of two trajectories for which a swap might be
necessary. In both methods there is a good limitation of the search area, but in MI dM is variabie,
depending on the situation and the predictions from the past, while d llWX is a fixed constant. The
number of trajectories in MI can increase exponential due to trajectory splitting with multiple
matches. In M3 this risk never occurs, the number of trajectories is determined in the initial
procedure and is never changed afterwards.

Number of lines and successive images in one comparison

The number of lines and images involved with a basic step, i.e. trying to create one match, gives
an indication of the difficulty of the method. In MI two lines from two successive images are
involved in the examination for a possible match. There is a memory effect due to the Kalman
filtering. A Hne is predicted not only from a line in the previous image but also from the
information of this Hne in the past. In M3 the number of images and lines involved is three and
six, two times three lines from two trajectories. You can speak of some kind of memory effect,
but it is completely different than in MI. Here, a memory effect is found in the order in which
swaps are executed, the order in which the smoothening takes place.

lmprovements

To improve the methods extra features can be added. In MI an opportunity to do this is obvious.
Heuristic mies are added to perform after care to lower the growth of trajectories. In M3 it is less
easy to insert improvements. In [3] another mie of order for the swapping is suggested, SA
instead of MGE.
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Estimations of the number of calculations

In every matching procedure a large number of calculations and comparisons need to be done.
Before the execution, exact determination of the number of calculations for a given sequence is
impossible. In MI the growth of the trajectories is not known beforehand. In M3 the number of
iterations is unknown. So estimation of unknown variables is done to give a rough estimation of
the number of calculations. For both MI an M3 an estimation is done for a sequence with n
images and m Hnes in each image.
For MI the estimation is of the number of calcu1ations (NM1) is:

11-1

NM1 = E(l+py m2 > (n-l)m 2

j=1

(2)

The flrst two images give m2 combinations of two Hnes which is assumed to result in m+&n
trajectories. Suppose an increase in trajectories with a factor p (0 < P< 1), so Llm=pm. For image
two and three this means comparing m(l + p) trajectories with m Hnes. resulting in m(l +p)2
trajectories, and so on for all images. The increase in trajectories is assumed to stay constant, this
assumes a balance between the effects of the after care and the increase in trajectories. One
calculation for MI means the determination of the Mahalanobis distance. This involves multiple
matrix calculations and even a matrix inversion. In MI even more calculations are done e.g. for
the updating. These calculations are not considered here.
M3 has two procedures. The number of calculations in the initial procedure (NJ is:

(3)

There are n-1 sets of two images and each set has m2 combinations of Hnes. One ca1culation
consists of the determination of a disparity of two Hnes. In the swapping procedure two types of
calcu1ations are done, calculation of the disparity of two Hnes (OISP) and the path coherence or
deviation (DEY) of three Hnes. The numbers of calculation are (NDlsp for the disparities and NDEV

for the deviations):

NDEV = 4NG

(4)

(5)

where: • Niter = number of iterations .
• M = number of trajectories resulting from the initial procedure. M =2m if all Hnes find
NN and for each trajeetory a trajectory filled with phantom Hnes is added .
• No = number of times Gij is calculated.

For n-2 combinations of three successive images all combinations of two trom M trajectories are
examined for two disparity threshold conditions. This is done Niter iterations. Only for a part of
these combinations Gij needs to be calculated (No < 1/2NDlSP)which means calculation of DEY tour
times.
The number of calcu1ations are in the same order but the calculations from MI are more extensive
(matrices) than these tor M3 (mainly inproducts). Also, bidirectional matching is laborious in MI.
This is caused by necessary matrix inversions. For M3 bidirectional matching is no problem.
Moreover, the number of calculations in MI can grow exponential due to an exponential growth
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in trajectories.

Phantom lines

Phantom Iines are missing Iines in the sequence. MI and M3 account for phantom Iines in a
completely different way. In MI a confidence factor (CF) is used to indicate the adequaatness of a
trajectory. If for a certain trajectory no matching line is found the CF will be decreased. If for a
number of times (say five) no match is found the CF falls below some threshold minimum and the
trajectory is stopped. In this situation two possible explanations can be given. A line is moving out
of view so no match can be found. The trajectory contains wrong matches for which no Iines are
found any further. If a line is missing in just one image the CF is decreased just once and the
trajectory will be continued. In M3 phantom Iines are included with the extension of the disparity
function and the path coherence 'Ir to a DISP and a DEV function which account for missing
Iines. Both methods seem to handle phantom Iines correct, but in MI it is done in a after care rule
and in M3 phantom Iines are integrated in the method itself.

Initialization

At the start some internal parameters need to be set. Also we are confronted with the
bootstrapping stage, the stage in which we do not know anything about the motion of the Iines.
For MI we need to choose the initial covariance matrix of the state vector and the sizes of the
system and measurement noise. The intluence of these initial settings on the execution of the
algorithm is limited. For M3 two important constants need to be set. The first, dmax , has a great
intluence on the search areas. The second, Fmax' is indicating when a phantom line can be used in
a swap. Initialization of the internal parameters in M3 seems to be more difficult than for MI, but
in MI it is more difficult to go through the bootstrapping stage. MI starts with zero speed and
acceleration giving many possibilities at the start.
Summarizing the most important contrasts we get:

method 1

Process with predict-match-update
loop.

Possible exponential growth in tra
jectories.
After care necessary.
Extensive calculations
Many possibilities at bootstrapping
stage.

Acceleration is constant.
Restriction on search by variabIe dM.
Phantom Iines treated with after care
rules.

Result independent of input order.

method 3

Smoothing process after initial set
has been built with NN rule.
Constant number of trajectories.

Less extensive calculations.
Diftïculty in choosing dmax '

Acceleration is zero.
Restriction on search by fixed dmax '

Phantom Iines incorporated by DISP
and DEV functions.
Input order can have effect on result.

Though MI seems to be more general (acceleration included) and more logical (determine search
area, search, find and match) we prefer M3 over MI. In M3 the amount of trajectories does not
grow exponential Iike it can do in MI. M3 is a more direct method (no updating step) with less
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extensive calculations. After a tirst guess with a NN rule, the result is achieved by altering this
tirst guess until we have the smoothest trajectories and thus the most correct matches.
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4 Correspondence Algorithm

In chapter 3 the preferenee for M3 has been explained. The algorithm of M3 will be implemented.
This chapter deals with this correspondence algorithm.

In section 4.1 we start with two basic questions: how to represent lines (4.1.1) and how to check
if Iines are corresponding (4.1.2)? Further we describe the assumptions of the correspondence
algorithm, the goal and the algorithm itself. In section 4.2 we try to create more insight in the
algorithm by exploring various aspects and a small example. Possible changes of the algorithm to
improve it are the subject of section 4.3. Goals are formulated for improvement (4.3.1) and a list
of concrete improvements (4.3.2) and directions for improvements (4.3.3) are discussed.

4.1 Background and algorithm

4.1.1 Line representation

There are various sets of line attributes which can represent a line. As stated in [9] the Hne
representation can affect the working of an algorithm.

t
y

(x2,y2)

figure 6 line representation used in the algorithm

(x1,y1)

x"

In the algorithm a representation with the coordinates of the mid point, length and orientation of
the line is chosen. This is visualized in figure 6. The input for the algorithm is a set of Iines
stored by means of combinations of endpoints. A line is stored as two end points (XhYl) and
(X2,Y2). The transformation from the coordinates of the endpoints of the line to the (xm, Ym, I, 0)
representation is straightforward for the first three line attributes:

Ym (Y1 + Y~ I 2

The fourth attribute, orientation 0, has a more complex transformation.
The orientation 0 can vary between 0 and 1L Note that a line I' is equal to a line I with the
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a tan-I ('2-YI) Y2-YI>0
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12

figure 7 line attribute difference t1.,()

endpoints exchanged. With the transformation formula in [3] for () with 0;5;();5; 21f the outcome
can be different for I' and 1 which is incorrect.

The determination of the difference in orientation t1.,() of two lines I1 and 12 with the given
representation is not straightforward. Consider two different situations in figure 7 where t1.,()1 =t1.,()2'

If t1.,() is calculated by I()(lI)-()(l2) I we retrieve different results: t1.,()1 ~ t1.,()2' With

lal - a2 1s:f
lal - a21>f

(10)

this inconsistency is removed. Note that the maximal t1.,() occurs with two perpendicular lines and
this maximal value is equal to 1f12.
With this (xm,Ym,l,()) representation and the extra formula tor t1.,() we have a useful and consistent
representation of lines and differences in Hne attributes. The artic1e [3] uses an extra, tifth
attribute. This attribute is supertluous as will be explained in section 4.3.2.

4.1.2 Matching criterions

figure 8 path coherence '1'

/

.>--/
• ....~- path coherence

The smoothness of a part of a trajectory is indicated by the path coherence criterion. This is visua
lized in figure 8. Three lines of successive images are shown as points. If we assume the line is
moving linearly in time we would predict li+I' to be the line corresponding to p-I and li. Actually
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we have Ji+1 in the trajectory. The dim~rence between Ji+I' and li+1 is retlected in the value of the
path coherence 'IF. 'IF equals zero if Ji+I' equals li+1, otherwise'IF is a positive number.

'IF consists of two terms 'IF1 and 'IF2:

Tf(li-1,li,li+1) = w1Tf 1(1i-l,li,li+1) + w
2
Tf

2
(li-\li,li+1)

The first term expresses the change in direction of the Hne and the second term the change in
speed. W1and W z are the weights on the terms.

with:

where vj = weight on attribute j
~(li) = value of attribute j for the Hne in image i
Na = number of Hne attributes.

(11)

(12)

(13)

In the path coherence 'IF a disparity function ó is introduced to calculate the 'distance' or 'diffe
rence' between two Hnes. The disparity of two Hnes is the root of the weighted sum of squared
differences in the Hne attributes:

Na

ö(lt, lm) = ~ vJapt)-apm»2
J=l

where Vj = weight on attribute j
aj(lJ = value of attribute j for Hne Ik
aj(lm) = value of attribute j for line Im
Na = number of Hne attributes.

(14)

A complete matching algorithm accounts tor missing lines. Here, missing Hnes are tound in a
DISP and a DEV function. DISP is the abbreviation of disparity and DEV the abbreviation of
deviation. The DISP function is an extension of the ó(lk,lk+l) function and DEV is the extension of
the path coherence criterion 'IF. Both functions are introduced to make the use of phantom Hnes
possible. In the algorithm it is necessary to calculate ó and 'IF functions tor combinations of Hnes
with real and phantom Hnes. A missing Hne or phantom Hne is denoted with a '*'.

DISp(I"I"') ={~~. I"') no *
Ik or lk+1 =*

(15)

Although the disparity actually does not exist in a situation where one of the two Hnes is missing,
it is given the value dmax ' With this assignment we guarantee that situations with phantom Hnes
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will be evaluated in the swapping procedure of the algorithm, as will be shown later in this
section.

ll-1 =*
no *
otherwise

(16)

In the DEY function three situations are distinguished:
Ik-1=*
In this situation we can not judge the link between Ik and Ik

+ 1 because there is no link
between Ik and a line in image k-l. We have no arguments to judge the trajectory part as
being rugged so the value 0 is assigned.
With no phantom lines we use 'Ir.
In the remaining situations where Ik or Ik + 1 is a phantom line the DEY function is equal to
Fmax' This quantity expresses a penalty on using phantom lines in trajectories. With a
correct value for Fmax phantom lines are not used when reallines must be used.

(In a later stage the setting of the dmax and Fmax constants will be discussed.)

Having included missing lines, the algorithm can be described.

4.1.3 Assumptions and global setup

Every correspondence algorithm is based on assumptions. For the implemented algorithm some
assumptions for the image sequence have been made. For the image sequence we state the
following:

The camera motion is continuous and assumed to be relatively smooth.
This is the case with a not shaking camera and equidistant sampling.
The changes of the lines between successive images are smalI.
This means that the interframe time, the time between two successive image recordings is
short and the motion of the camera is smal!.

Concentrating on one 3D Iine in the scene which is to be recorded from such an image sequence
we see that the line attributes like length and orientation vary gradually in time. So if we create a
trajectory with lines with a smooth variation of the line attributes this trajectory will consist of
corresponding lines. With the knowledge of this principle, known as the property coherence [3],
the correspondence problem is solved by tinding the smoothest trajectories:

tind corresponding lines ~ tind smoothest trajectories

smoothin.g
procedure

initia1
procedure

figure 9 global path method 3

initia1 set of I

trajectories
smoothened set of _FneslinPOesfiding I
trajectOlies ~
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The global way to create trajectories of corresponding Hnes is shown in figure 9.
5tarting with a sequence, a number of images consisting of sets of lines, an initial set of trajec
tories is built. Lines are grouped in trajectories using a nearest neighbour rule. For each line Ik a
Hne lk+l is searched which is the closest line to Ik in image k+ 1. This is done for all combinations
of two images.This set is used as a starting point to find the smoothest trajectories. The set of
trajectories is manipulated by exchanging parts of trajectories using the smoothing criterion '1'.

4.1.4 The optimization goal

In 4.1.3 we argued that the smoothest trajectories probably will give the most correct
correspondences. 50 it is our goal to find the set of smoothest trajectories. With the use of the
DEV function defined in 4.1.2 we can detine this goal. Here, this is done in a similar way as in
[4]. First we link the DEV function to the set of trajectories. Assume we have M trajectories tor a
sequence of N images. We denote the deviation or ruggedness of the lines from image k-l, k,
k+ 1 in the ith trajectory of the set as:

with: 2:s;k:s;N-l
l:s;i:S;M.

k ([k-l [k [k+l
Ti = DEVi p(k-l,i)' p(k,i)' P(k+l,i})

(17)

Here, the line from image m (m=k-l,k or k+ 1) which is placed in the ith trajectory is denoted
with lp(m.i)m.

In the set of trajectories we have M x (N-2) deviations which are all non-negative numbers.
5moothness means that these numbers are small. The smoothest trajectories are found if we
minimize all deviations. Because the deviations are non-negative numbers minimization of all
deviations is equal to minimization of the sum of all deviations. The sum of all deviations in the
set of trajectories is denoted with R:

M N-l

R L: L:T/
i=1 k=2

(18)

To minimize this R we can manipulate the set of trajectories by exchanging Hnes trom different
trajectories. In other words we can arrange the permutation functions tj(.) with j = I,N to obtain
the smoothest trajectories. 50 the optimization goal of the correspondence algorithm is:

For an image sequence with 2D images, no occluded lines and linear changes of the lines the
minimal R is zero. All deviations in the correct set of trajectories are zero. 50 all results with
R> 0 contain incorrect correspondences.

For all other images the minimal R will not be zero, for a number of reasons:
• The combination camera motion and interframe time does not result in linear changes

between images.
• Due to depth each line undergoes its own path. Maybe one or a few lines are changing

linear, but certainly not all lines.
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• Due to occlusion of Iines we have phantom Iines in the trajectories which result in non
zero smoothness Fmax'

If we tind the minimal R it is not 100% guaranteed we have the correct set of trajectories. Maybe
with weil constructed artiticial, special image sequences we can give examples for which the
solution with the minimal R is not the correct one. But we assume these sequences are rare and
will describe an algorithm which searches the minimal Rand thus searches all correct
correspondences.

4.1.5 The algorithm in detail

In this subsection the basic algorithm as described in [3] is explained in detail.

Given: A sequence of N images

1. Initial procedure:
I. Build initial trajectories by Iinking nearest neighbours(=NN) in images k and k+ 1 for
O~k~N-1.

Ik and Ik +1 are NN for the smallest DISP(lk,lk + I) and DISP ~ dmax

multiple choices: resolve arbitrarily
if the line Ik+1 with the smallest DISP has already been Iinked, the second smallest
DISP is used to link the Iines, and so on.
no NN within dmax , then include phantom Iines

11. Add a number of trajectories only tilled with phantom Iines as a reservoir of phantom
Iines. The number of so called phantom trajectories is chosen equal to the number of
trajectories formed in the tirst part of the initial procedure.

2. Smoothing or swapping procedure
This is an iterative procedure using a forward and a backward pass a number of times.
Forward pass:
• go from image k=2 to N-1 .

• take image k-l,k and k+ 1.

Ti ••----.. •
ak·l ak~ ~k+l

X
Tj (·--1------:( )+1

case 1

figure 10 Exchanging Iines

Ti ••----••~---...
ak_l ak ~+1

•

case 2

Evaluate every combination of two trajectories. Two trajectory parts of trajectories
Ti and Tj are visualized in tigure 10. Lines are shown as points. The shown Iines
are connections.
If condition (20) for two crossed disparities is satistied,
(This condition is further referred to as the crossed disparity condition.)
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(20)

calculate Gij:

GI/=DEV(aH,a k,akot-l) +DEV(bk-J,b t,bk+I)-DEV(ak-J,a k,bk+J)-DEV(bk-J,bk,ak+J) (21)

Take the maximum Gij and if this maximal Gij> 0 exchange lines from Ti and Tj at
position k + 1. In this situation a transformation from case I to case 2 (tïgure 10)
is executed.

Backward pass:
The backward pass is equal to the forward pass, except that the images are evaluated from
k= N-l to 2, Gij 's are calculated in the opposite direction, see formula (22) and lines are
exchanged at position k-l, line ak-I and bk-I.

The swapping procedure is visualized in tïgure 11. The notation p(k,i) is used to denote the
number of the line in the kth image and the ith trajectory. We place a windowover three successive

forward backward

1
trajectory 1 (lP(I.I)

window
1---------

N
1p(N.I)

trajeetory j

trajectory i

trajeetory M {l~I,M)

k-I Ik Ik>l-l
1p(k-1J) P<kJ) p(k>IJ1)1

1 1

1 k_1 k k>1

1p(k-1J) 1p(kJ) 1p(k+IJ):

1

1

I
1

I
I________ J

Î Î Î
kol k k+l

tigure 11 swapping the largest Gij in a window

images and all built trajectories. Within this window we search the combination of two trajectories
i and j for which the smoothness is worst. If we find such a bad combination we exchange
Ip(k+I.i/+ 1 and lp(k+lj/+I and move the window one image ahead. In the backward pass the 'Ir 's are
calculated in the opposite direction and lines at image k-l in the window can be exchanged.
The forward and backward pass are executed a number of times depending on the number of
times an exchange is executed in one of these passes. A backward and forward exchange flag are
used to keep track of exchanges. The use of the tlags is iIIustrated in tigure 11. At the start both
flags are set on, indicating there wiJl be at least one forward and backward pass. At the start of a
pass its exchange flag is turned off. If no exchange is made that pass will not be repeated
immediately. If an exchange is made both flags are switched on, indicating both passes need to be
done at least once before ending the algorithm. The passes are stopped if both tlags are otf, which
means there was no exchange in the last forward and backward pass.
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F I> - forward flag
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figure 12 exchange flags in the swapping procedure

4.2 Understanding the algorithm

4.2.1 Algorithm and optimization goal

Fl>on
Bl>on

swapping :
procedure'

Let rik be the DEV of Ti for images k-l, k, k+ 1 and Pik these tor Ti after an exchange. For the
forward pass we then have

I: ,1:-1 ,I: ,1:+1
r i = DEV( p(l:-l,Î)' p(I:,Î)' p(l:+l,Î)

By rewriting the inequality Gij> 0 into

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

it can easily be seen that a smoothing operation is done by exchanging the trajectory parts trom Ti
and Tj. By exchanging these parts the sum of deviations RI< for the trajectories in these images k
l, k and k+ 1

M M

RI:=L rpI: = L rpI:
p=1 p=I,p"ij

(28)

is decreased. By decreasing Rk for 2 ~ k~ n-l R is decreased and the trajectories are smoothened.
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With this method of smoothing it is not out of the question the end result is not the minimal R. It
can be possible that no single swap is found which decreases a Rk and then the search is stopped
without achieving the minimal R. If the swapping procedure is started with a set close to the
optimal end solution it is less likely that a suboptimal result is achieved.

4.2.2 Discussion of the internal parameters

To understand the algorithm more thoroughly we can take a closer look at the internal parameters
and their meaning.

For a good result with the algorithm the internal parameters need to be set correct. Finding a
correct set can not be done analytically. It can only be done based on experience and by making
estimations. These estimations can be done by some reasoning if you know the influence of the
internal parameters. There is no optimal set of internal parameters which is valid for any image
sequence. The internal parameters consist of:

weights for the path coherence 'Ir
w l = weight for the change in direction, orientation.
W z = weight for the change in speed.

weights tor the axis of the line attributes
SI = weight for xm •

Sz = weight tor ym'

S3 = weight for (J, orientation.
S4 = weight for length 1.

Fmax = threshold path coherence value
This constant sets the level of penalty on using phantom lines in a swap.

dmax = threshold disparity value, indicating nearness
This constant is used in three cases:

Value for disparity where phantom lines involved.
A threshold condition for lines to be neighbours.
A threshold condition for possible swap of trajectory parts.

For the weights it is known from experience [3, 6] an emphasis on orientation (WI,S3) will
probably give good results.

In order to understand Fmax look at the case of two trajectory parts (each part consists of three
lines from successive images). Filling in inequality Gij> 0 will give

(29)

for a trajectory part with élo, al and az and a second trajectory part with the third line a phantom
one. So if the smoothness for élo, al and az is worse than some Fmax a phantom line is swapped in.

4.2.3 Discussion of the dwax parameter

The setting of dmax is the most critical, because it has the most intluence on the whole algorithm.
With dmax the search limitation and thus the search area is determined for both procedures in the
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algorithm. It determines a search area tor finding NN in the initial procedure. In the swapping
procedure dmax provides a search restriction for selecting swapping candidates.
It seems there is a trade-off between time and result. With a small dmax a small search area is
investigated in a relative short time.- With a big dmax the solution will probably be in the search
area you investigate but it will take a relative long time. It is difficult to toresee if dmax is set much
bigger than some optimal value that the result will be worse. To understand the impact of dmax its
intluence in all cases needs to be discussed.

The parameter dmax can be interpreted as a threshold for the speed of a line. The speed of a line
can be found in the changes of its line attributes, which is expressed in a disparity value. The
camera speed and interframe time determine the sizes in changes of the line attributes. So there is
some kind of link between camera speed and the setting of dmax ' The threshold should be set big
enough to include the maximum of a line change in the sequence. Different sequences have
different camera speeds, so there is no unique optimal setting for the dmax threshold.

In the procedure to find the NN dmax is the only parameter. With this parameter the number of NN
found between two images can be set. There is some optimal dmaX'OPti which is the smallest dma•

where at least all Iines in the tirst image tind a neighbour in the next image. If dmax is larger than
the optimal one there are more possible neighbouring Iines. This can result in a worse initial set
but this is not always the case because not all NN are corresponding lines. There is no irreparabie
damage done. In the swapping stage the wrong links can be removed. With a dmax smaller than
optimal some neighbours can not be tound and probably the search area is chosen too narrow.

If the percentage of correct links (corresponding Iines) in the set of initial trajectories is large, the
deviations '1' in these trajectories will be smal!. A correct link is a smooth link. There are less not
smooth links so less swaps will be necessary and less swaps will be executed.

In the swapping stage dmax has the role of judging whether a possible swap should be investigated.
If the disparities of both crossed combinations for two trajectories are not within the dmax threshold
these will not be investigated (formula (20». Again you can speak of an optimum, dmax,opt2. This is
the minimal dmax for which at least all combinations of two trajectories are investigated who indeed
are suitable candidates for swapping.

Having a dmax larger than dmax,opt2 will probably not be harming the result. More combinations than
necessary are investigated but the condition Gij> 0 will prevent swaps resulting in less correct
links. With dmax smaller than optimal we will miss combinations for which a swap is necessary
meaning some correct links will never be achieved.

Choosing a dmax is different for every sequence. This is retlected in the following formula:

(30)

With
0min = minimal disparity of Iines from two successive images tound in the
sequence
Oma. = maximal disparity of Iines from two successive images found in the
sequence
fr = fraction of search restriction

Every sequence has its own 0min and Oma" so a choice of one fr results in different values of dmax
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for different sequences. With fr we express the Iimitation of the search areas. A fr::;;O excludes all
line combinations so fr must be larger than zero. With a fr ~ 1 no possibilities are excluded. So
we have to chose fr::;; 1 to have restricted search areas.

4.2.4 A look at the swapping candidates and the formation of links

Which combination of two trajectory parts are suitable candidates for swapping? Take two
trajectory parts from trajectory TA and TB with each three Iines from image k-l,k and k+ 1.
These Iines are 10 , I1 and Iz for trajectory TA and ka, kl and kz for TB (see tigure 13, again Iines
shown as points)

10
TA - - - - ---------~

figure 13 trajectory parts from TA and TB before exchange of Iz and kz

Assume 10 èl l and kaè kl' It is proposed to exchange Izand kz. We want to tind out in what cases
this exchange contributes to improvement of the trajectories. We are removing links Cl and Cz.
Before and after the exchange we have

TA = {.. ,lo,II,lz,·. } changed to: TA = {.. ,lo,ll,kz, ..}
TB = {.. ,ka,kl,kz,·.} changed to: TB = {.. ,ka,kl,lz,"}

If we consider what Iines can be linked to II we can distinguish three possible situations: (1) link
with Iz from trajectory TA, (2) link with kz from TB and (3) link with a line in image k + 1 which
is not Iz or kz. For kl the same three situations are possible. Realizing a line can only be placed in
one trajectory seven possible cases are left over. In table 1 all these possibilities are shown.

Table 1. Swapping possibilities

case Iz kz TA TB TA TB change in correct
before before after after matches

1 B A - - + + +2

2 B other - - - + +1

3 other A - - + - +1

4 A B + + - - -2

5 other B - + - - -1

6 A other + - - - -1

7 other other - - - - 0

Column 2 and 3 tell to which trajectory Iz and kz belong tor correct correspondences. In case 2 Iz
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belongs to trajectory B, Izékl and kz to a trajectory which is not TA or TB (denoted with 'other'),
kz noUkl and kz noul l. In column 4,5,6 and 7 the correctness of the two trajectories is given as
far as it concerns image k-l, k and k+ l.A ' +' means a correct trajectory and a '-' a wrong
one. Column 4 and 5 give the correctness of the trajectories before the exchange (the situation
drawn in figure 13). Column 6 and 7 give the correctness of the trajectories after exchange. In the
last column the change in the number of correct links is shown. In case 1 two correct links Cl and
Cz are created, and in case 4 two correct links are braken.

Case 1 will probably take pIace in most of the swaps. The crossed disparities satisfy the condition
to calculate Gij and there is a transformation from two rugged trajectories into two smooth
trajectories so Gij always will be positive.
Case 2 and 3 are also swaps in the good direction but they are less Iikely to happen because not
always both cross disparities will be below the threshold.
Case 4, 5 and 6 are not Iikely to happen. Even if the condition to calculate Gij will be satisfied
probably the condition Gij> 0 will not be satisfied.
Case 7 can take place if there are less other possible candidates for swapping. With other
candidates from case 1, 2 or 3 the Gij from case 7 will probably not be the maximum one. In case
7 the number of correct links is not changed but the total sum of deviations R is decreased. It is
not c1ear if this swap will ruin the way to a good result.

The right combinations of two trajectories tor swapping are these of case 1,2 and 3. The two
conditions in the algorithm see to it that a swap is done with a combination of one of the right
cases. These conditions are:

Condition J, crossed disparities within dmax '
Not corresponding Iines which are far away from each other will not satisfy this condition
(case 4,5,6).

Condition 2, Gij positive.
A transformation from not smooth to smooth or smooth to smoother. In case 4,5,6 the
opposite transformation takes place.

With a correct chosen dmax at least all combinations of case 1 and most combinations of case 2 and
3 will be treated.

Besides knowing what possible situations occur in an investigation tor a swap, it is interesting to
know when a link is made or broken and under what conditions. Again, take three Iines of a
trajectory TA, with 10, 11 and Iz. Line 12 corresponds to I, and 10 but Iz is not placed in any
trajectory yet. Three situations can be distinguished:

· Dlz=DISP(lI,lz) is the minimal disparity for all possibilities tor 11 and Dlz~dmax'

If Iz will not be matched with another line in an earlier stage of the initial procedure, 11 and Iz will
be linked.

· D lz is not the minimal disparity, but D lz ~ dmax'
If all Iines nearer to 11 than Izhave been placed in other trajectories the link II-Iz will still be
established in the initial procedure. If not, this link will possibly be established in the smoothing
procedure.

· Dlz> dmax.
The wanted link is never accomplished. The two Iines are no neighbours and the possibility to
create the link by an exchange also is excluded. A situation in which this occurs must be avoided.
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4.2.5 A concrete example

I 11 I
I

image 1
1 32 4

I I1 I
I

image 2
1 32 4

I 11 IJ image 3
1 32

figure 14 example of a small image sequence (first 3 i~ages)

The correspondence algorithm is illustrated with an easy sequence. We have tïve images with each
four parallel lines of the same length. The lines move in the horizontal direction. In figure 14 the
first three images are drawn. The correspondence algorithm is order dependent so the order of the
lines in the images is also indicated in this figure. First the initial procedure is executed. This
procedure is able to establish all but two correct links:
Initial result:

trajectory 1
trajectory 2
trajectory 3
trajectory 4

The forward pass of the swapping procedure does not find a Gij> O. In the backward pass we find
all Gij=O and one Gij> 0 combination. A swap is executed and the correct result is obtained:
End result:

trajectory 1
trajectory 2
trajectory 3
trajectory 4

We see that the initial procedure finds almost all correct correspondences and the swapping
procedure remove the incorrect links and the correct result is established. We needed only one
swap. In a situation where the initial result contains less correct links and more swaps are
necessary it is more difficult to obtain the correct result. This will be investigated in chapter 6
where we evaluate various sequences.

Now we understand the algorithm and have insight in the role and influence of the internal
parameters we can improve (section 4.3), implement (chapter 5) and test (chapter 6) the method.

4.3 Improvements of the algorithm

The basic algorithm as described in section 4.1.5 and [3] has got some defects and modifications
or expansions are necessary to correct them and to improve the efficacy and the efficiency of the
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algorithm. If you succeed in improving the algorithm then better results - more correct
correspondences - within acceptable length of time are obtained.

4.3.1 Goals for improvements

Before we start with the enumeration of improvements and directions for improvements we
describe the goals we want to achieve with these improvements.

With correct modifications the following goals could be achieved:

Decrease the risk for a suboptimal result

The algorithm is an optimization procedure. The total ruggedness R of all trajectories is
minimized. As mentioned in section 4.2.1 the created result can be suboptimal, which means the
result is optimal with respect to its direct neighbourhood. No swapping combination is found any
more which decreases the total ruggedness in that particular state with one single swap. So the
goal is to prevent situations where the result is a not minimal R. All goals mentioned further are
not in conflict with this tirst goal and thus they are mainly set to improve the result from the basic
algorithm.

Shorten the path to the end solution

If the number of times a backward or forward pass needs to be executed, is decreased the path to
the end solution is shortened and the chance on a suboptimal result can be smaller. A decrease in
the number of swaps can have a similar effect. Of course the path can not be shortened if this
blocks the path for a minimal R.

Remove unnecessary evaluation steps

Decrease the number of calculations and comparisons which do not lead to changes in the
trajectories in the direction of the correct result. In this way less superfluous calculations are done
and the efficiency is improved. When good search restrictions are applied solutions are searched
in small areas without exclusion of the wanted solution and the path to this solution. By exclusion
of evaluation of the wrong possibilities the trajectories are not transformed in a wrong direction.

Expand the algorithm

The algorithm is developed under some assumptions. This means the algorithm will work
correctly in situations where the assumptions are justified. By extending the algorithm in a way
that the assumptions can be less restrictive its use can be applied for more sequences.

Decrease the order dependency of the algorithm

A weak spot in the algorithm is its dependency on the orders in which the lines have been placed
in the input sets of the images of a sequence. Two identical image sequences can give different
results when the orders of the lines in the images are different. Measures must be taken to solve
this problem, such that identical image sequences result in equal solutions with a decreased risk
for suboptimal results.
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4.3.2 Concrete modifications

Knowing these goals we propose the following modifications:

x

figure 15 parameter d

1. Don't use the fifth line attribute d

Besides two position coordinates, orientation and length a fifth line attribute is used to describe
lines in [3]. This attribute is called the directed distance of the (thick) line from the origin (see
figure 15). A line can be completely specified by tour parameters and in that way a fifth attribute
is superfluous. It introduces more extensive calculations of DI5P and DEV functions. lts
usefulness is doubtful because d does not give new information. d can be derived from three other
attributes.

2. Exchange links instead of lines

C1 C'
pi I ,,7- ..

.... I ·c' -iJ"--- ..
2

exchange !ines

figure 16 Exchange lines or changing links

C' C'1 3.... . . .
• l' ,I

When an exchange is made in the swapping procedure two lines are exchanged. This means
connections Cl' C2 , C3 and C4 are broken, see figure 16. In this figure the lines from the image
sequence are drawn as points and the lines in the figure are the links between the lines from
successive images. From an investigation it was decided rugged links Cl and C2 should be
replaced by less rugged links Cl' and C2 ' and thus smoother trajectory parts are formed. The
smoothness of the trajectories with the links C3 and C4 is not investigated but they are broken
anyway and replaced by C3' and C/. Due to the judgements of links Cl and C2 other links are
broken. It is very weIl possible links C3 and C4 are correct links. 50 it is better to change links
instead of exchanging lines between trajectories. Then only the investigated links are broken in a
swapping action. If the links C3 and C4 should be removed, it can be done in later investigations.
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With this modification the second and third goal are served. We expect less unnecessary swaps
and thus less iterations.

3. Keep only one phantom trajectory present

In the set of trajectories built up by the initial procedure a number of phantom trajectories are
present. They are used to link in phantom Iines in other trajectories, when necessary. At each
moment in the swapping procedure only one phantom trajectory is needed for this purpose. With
the presence of more than one phantom trajectory identical combinations of two trajectories are
investigated more than once. So the situation with multiple phantom trajectories should be
avoided, but one phantom trajectory must be present during the swapping procedure. This is
achieved by implementing two rules:

Removal rule
If a phantom trajectory arises from a swap this one must be removed from the set.

Add rule
If the phantom trajectory is adjusted in a swap a new phantom trajectory must be added at the end
of the set. To avoid enormous trajectory growth a new phantom trajectory is allowed until the
number of initial trajectories is doubled. This is done to prevent a trajectory explosion. If the
maximum of trajectories is reached and all phantom trajectories are used no swaps with a phantom
trajectory is allowed any more.

With these rules the presence of exact one phantom trajectory is guaranteed during the whole
execution of the procedure. Only in the situation where the maximum of trajectories has been
reached, phantom trajectories can be missing.

4. OR instead of AND in the crossed disparity condition

Take the following situation: Two trajectories have two incorrect links before the exchange and
one correct and one incorrect link after the exchange. The swapping is executed if for both the
incorrect and correct link the dmax threshold condition is satistied. The trajectories are indeed
candidates for a swap, they are swapping candidates of case 2 or 3 (see section 4.1). But a swap
can be blocked when the incorrect link does not satisfy the threshold condition. A swap in the
good direction is then excluded. To prevent this the AND can be replaced by an OR in the
crossed disparity condition. Although the search restriction is weakened, the chance on avoiding
swaps in the good direction is decreased. It is expected that tor more situations better results are
obtained with somewhat longer time intervals.

figure 17 rigidity checking
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5. Include a rigidity condition as a search restriction

Modification 4 increases the number of possible swapping candidates. So a modification which
decreases this number is welcome. One of the assumptions often mentioned in articles which
describe the correspondence problem is the rigidity assumption. This states that the shape of the
projection of an object changes very little between two images. Of course this assumption can
only be made with a relatively short interframe time, small change of camera position and small
displacement of the object. The rigidity assumption implies that two lines from the same object
don't jump over each other and that the distance between two lines in one image is not changed
enormous for the same two Hnes in the next image. This rigidity assumption can be made
operational into a condition for selecting swapping candidates. Take lines AI and BI from one tra
jectory and Az and Bz from another, shown in figure 17, with lines shown as points. AI and Az are
from image k and BI and Bzare from image k+ 1. It is proposed to link AI to Bz and Az to BI'
This is allowed if the following rigidity condition is satisfied:

(31)

It is most likely that Hnes from the same image involved in a proposed swap are close to each
other. Two lines close to each other AI and Az undergo approximately the same change: mi =:: mz.
The rigidity assumption states that the distance between AI and Az in a first image is approxima
tely equal to the distance between BI and Bz in a next image: dl =:: dz. These two approximations
are combined to form the rigidity condition, formula (31). The proposed swap in figure 17 is
disapproved by the rigidity condition. The sum of diagonals of the parallelogram AIBIBzAz are
larger than mi + mz, equation (31) does not hold in this case.

The rigidity condition can be inserted after the crossed disparity condition (see 4.1.5) as an extra
selection criterion for swapping candidates. We expect a more restricted search area without
having worse results. An increase in efficiency without effecting efficacy.

6 Order the lines before starting the initial procedure

The resulting set of trajectories obtained by the initial procedure is influenced by the way Hnes are
ordered in their sets. When the lines in each set are ordered with some ordering rule, the initial
result can be influenced positively. The result becomes less sensitive to the arbitrary orders of the
incoming sets of lines.
If we look at the initial procedure we see that the order of the lines in the first set has the most
effect on the way the initial result is set up. If all lines are linked with other lines and thus no
incomplete trajectories are built, the orders of the lines in set 2 and further have no influence. If
we order the Hnes in set 1 in a clever way we maybe improve the initial and also the end result.

Using a line attribute or a combination of line attributes seems to be no suitable criterion to order
the Hnes. We could order the lines with decreasing length but this still is unsatisfactory. No, we
want to have an order from lines which can easily find their corresponding lines up to lines for
which it is hard to find their corresponding lines. If we first link lines which probably find the
correct neighbour the other lines have less lines to chose from and thus a larger chance on a
correct link. Lines in an area with less lines in the near surrounding can more easily be linked
than lines in an area with many lines close to each other. So we want to order lines from low to
high line density areas. We use the following criterion to realize this:
We order the lines in set i from large to small LD(.). A line with small 0 's is close to the Hnes in
image i+ 1 and is more difficult to link than a Hnes with large 0 's. The ordering with the LD
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(32)

criterion can be verified in the example of 4.2.5. The order criterion will order the lines from left
to right which is the only order resulting in a correct initial result.

7 Prevent cycles in the swapping procedure

~F Fswap

---------. >

<=
Bswap

figure 18 cycle problem

The situation can occur that in a forward pass a swap is executed which is swapped back later in a
backward pass. The result is a never ending cycle. In tïgure 18 this is visualized. At the left side
we see two trajectories with each tour Iines (shown as points) and the Gij=GF is positive. At the
right side we see the situation after the swap and also here we have Gij=GB positive. To prevent
cycles we can 'backcheck' a proposed swap. If a proposed swap passed the selection of the
rigidity condition and the Gij> 0 condition we check for the following condition:

forward swap: OF > -OB

backward swap: OB > -OF

(33)

(34)

We have two similar conditions tor both directions. If we look at tormula (21), page 25 we see
that GB·=_GB. A GF from a forward swap is compared to a Gij=GB·=-GB from a backward swap
of the same combination. Only the swap with the most rugged combination of connections will be
allowed and so a cycle is prevented.

The condition in tormula (33) or (34) can select the wrong swap. The wrong combination is
established, but at least the correspondence algorithm continues to evaluate other swapping
candidates. It is better to have a few incorrect links and a finished swapping procedure than a
never ending cycle. The checkback measure does not guarantee cycles will not occur any more. A
situation in which the same combination of trajectories reappears is not completely excluded but is
less Iikely to happen.

The actual effects of the implemented moditïcations are discussed in chapter 6. A comparison will
be drawn between experiments with and without the modifications.
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4.3.3 Directions for improvement

Besides these concrete modifications we have a number of suggestions which give a direction for
improvement. These suggestions are:

1. Expand the initial procedure

The initial procedure consists of a primitive NN search procedure. Less effort is invested to make
a very good NN procedure. This is omitted because the result of this procedure is just a start, a
set of trajectories which is further examined. A high percentage of linked nearest neighbouring
lines does not guarantee a good result. Actually some of the nearest neighbouring links could be
incorrect. This observation does not imply that an improved initial procedure cannot improve the
algorithm. To understand this look at tigure 19. We consider sets of possible solutions for a
certain image sequence. U is the universe of all possible solutions. An enormous number if you
realise the number and the positions of phantom lines can be varied. A subset I is created (I C U)
by the initial procedure. One image sequence can result in different initial sets of trajectories
caused by the order dependency of the used NN procedure and different settings of the internal
parameters. By refining the initial set with swapping manipulations the number of possible
solutions is decreased. The swapping procedure results in the set E. The swapping procedure can
resu)t in a solution which is not found by the initia) procedure for any ordering of the input (E ([.
I). The swapping procedure is assumed to be working correctly. This means the unique and
correct so)ution S is found in set E , S E E. The order of the trajectories in a set of trajectories is
not used to distinguish solutions. Scan be an element of I and in this case the initial procedure
can be sufficient to find S. With S fi. I swapping actions are needed. Now imagine we construct a
refinement step for the initia) procedure. Instead of having I a set 12 with less possib)e resu)ts after
the extended initia) procedure. The procedure is less sensitive to the order of the input. The
extended procedure is meaningful if the foJlowing two conditions are satisfied:

A derived initia) so)ution should never excJude the path to the wanted so)ution S.

--------- ----
/" -~~ --~------------~--_________I

/.-'-

figure 19 so)ution sets

The average path to S from a point in 12 shou)d be shorter than the average path to S from
a point in I. This is illustrated tor point PI Eland P2 E 12,

For a shorter path to S with )ess exchanges, ca)cu)ations and comparisons, the extra spent time to
the extended initia) procedure is much weil compensated by the time gained by a shorter swapping
procedure. A shorter path a)so can decrease the chance on a suboptimal resu)t.
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2. Replaced search area

l--i--l--------11-i-+-_"_dmax__l1~
~-. ,,/

figure 20 two search areas

The threshold dmax condition states that a possible matching line for li is found within the 'distance'
dmax from this line. The path coherence criterion predicts a line p+1 as a linear extrapolation of the
relation between li'l and ti. If we combine both statements we can derive a new search area. A Hne
li can find its corresponding Hne li+1 within a distance dmax from the predicted p+I' extrapolated
from li and li-I. This is illustrated in figure 20 with the old search area on the left side and the
derived one on the right side. By using alternately the old and the new search area when it is best
suited a more refined search process is created. The question of which condition should be applied
tor a given situation is still open. So this modification is not implemented or tested.

3. Stepwise checking the dmax threshold condition

The tixed number dmax consists of a weighed sum of differences in attributes of two lines. The
threshold can be split into separate conditions tor each attribute. Instead of checking the weighed
sum the attributes are checked one by one. For each attribute a threshold value must be chosen.
The threshold condition is altered to a set of conditions, one tor each attribute. The veritication
for this condition can be stopped if one of the attribute differences is not below its threshold. The
advantages of this distributed threshold checking are:
• The DISP function does not have to be calculated
• The setting of the thresholds is separated tor each attribute, these have a more concrete
meaning.

4. A variable dmax

There is a link between the camera motion and the threshold dmax ' Also a direct link exists
between dmax and the search areas in the two procedures. It could be advantageous to choose dmax

variabie. You could think of a different dmax for each combination of two successive images.
Another option is to choose the dmax different for the initial procedure and the swapping
procedure. Another variation can be made by decreasing the dmax value slowly while the swapping
algorithm continues in time. It is difticult to toresee the effect of a variabie dma.. but if the dmax

settings are chosen correctly the algorithm can work better. More suitable search restrictions are
imposed for different situations, so the efficiency (less supertluous searches) and the efficacy
(smaller search area including the correct solution) are improved.

5. Change the order of swapping

When the initial set is determined, the swapping starts. This swapping is al most always executed
in the same order for each identical initial set. The only variation in the order of the swaps occurs
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when multiple equal maximal gains Gij are found. In that particular situation the candidates which
will be manipulated, are chosen arbitrarily. In the implementation the flrst found maximal Gij is
selected. In that way the order of the trajectories intluences the order of actions in the swapping
procedure in a few cases. Neglecting this rare occurring situation, we notice the order of swaps is
completely fixed by the initial set. Within the swapping procedure the end result is not changed. It
is just executing a smoothing operation for the initial set aIong a fixed path. This flxed path with a
fixed order of swaps can result in a suboptimal result. To reduce the chance on a suboptimal
result a more intelligent, perhaps not fixed path of swapping actions could be used. In [3] an order
is suggested in which swapping candidates are evaluated in a random order. With a Gij> 0 a swap
is made aIways. With a Gij < 0 a swap is made with a chance p. During the swapping procedure
this chance p is decreased. At the end almost no swaps with Gij < 0 are executed any more. With
this SA order (see [3] for a more detailed description) more possibilities are examined. This
creates an efficiency loss but the chance on a suboptimal result might be decreased.

Another way of changing the swapping order is smoothing image by image. Instead of removing
only the largest rugged combination with the maximal Gij between each two images in one pass
the links between two images are all smoothened before moving on to the next image.

6. Extend the path coherence criterion

With the path coherence criterion 'Ir(Ji-l,li,Ji+l) a line li+1 is predicted from the linear extrapolation
of the transition from Hne p-I into li. So a line is assumed to change linearly along successive
images. This implicates the change in direction and speed of a Hne is assumed to be zero. The
prediction does not account for possible acceleration of any line attribute. An image sequence
taken with a camera which has an accelerated movement can cause problems. Although these
problems are partially overcome by the fact a new prediction is done at each image for each Hne,
it could be interesting to include acceleration in the prediction. From three Hnes li'2, li-I and li a
Hne li+1 is predicted. The new formula tor the path coherence criterion is more complex. Longer
calculation time is the expected, but the algorithm has become more general in the sense
acceleration is included. This new criterion is not implemented. We expect the old 'Ir formula is
powerful enough to handle many possible image sequences.
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5 Implementation of the correspondence algorithm

The explained algorithm (section 4.1.5) is implemented in a program written in C+ +. In this
chapter this program called trace will be explained. First we discuss the input and output files of
the program. In these files the image sequence is stored. After that we discuss a number of issues
worth mentioning of the program itself, like the structure of the program and a guideline to use
trace. We end with a brief description of two additionally written programs. A detailed description
of procedures and variables in the program is not given here. This is only interesting for
programmers and thus can be read in the comments accompanying the C + + source codes.

5.1 Input and output files

The program trace receives an image sequence as a set of tiles. Each file contains the lines from
one image in the sequence obtained by a Hne extraction tooI. The tiles are in ASCII format with
the following three parts:

A set of endpoints with which Hnes are constructed. Each point has a number and au x
and y-coordinate. Both coordinates are given within the range from 0.0 to 511.0.

The word 'Faces' and a':' to separate the endpoints from the last part.

Combinations of two numbers. Each combination of two numbers refers to numbers in the
set of endpoints. With two endpoints a line is specified.

This is illustrated in the following small example, see tigure 21.

image

1 10.010.0
220.010.0
3 10.020.0
Faces:
12.
23.
31.

LDR fIle

,I
I 1 10.0 10.0
: 220.010.0
: 320.010.0
I 4 10.020.0
: 5 10.020.0
: 6 10.0 10.0
: Faces:
: 12.
: 3 4.
! 5 6.
I

SRT me

figure 21 example of au LOR and SRT me, image contains three )jnes

A sequence is a set of LOR files e.g seqO.ldr, seql.ldr, seq2.ldr and seq4.ldr. The set of LOR
files which stores a sequence will be denoted with a '*' in the name at the position of the image
number. For the example the sequence will be denoted as seq*.ldr. The number of images will
sometimes be given after this name. So a full description of the example is seq* .ldr, N =4.

The input files have the extension LOR from Line ORawings. The output files have the extension
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SRT to indicate these files are SoRTed. This means that the position of a line in a SRT tile is used
to reconstruct correspondences. A line at position p in SRT file i is assumed to be corresponding
to the line at position p in SRT file j tor all positions and all possible i-j combinations. When the
correspondence algorithm works 100 % correct all assumed correspondences are correct
correspondences.

In an LOR file an end point can be used in multiple lines. A corner point of a cube for example is
used in three lines. The SRT files are set up by the correspondence program in a way that an end
point is used only once. The list of combinations of end points contains the numbers of the end
points ordered in pairs. So this list always is {1,2},{3,4},{5,6},{7,8} etc. The position p in the
SRT file corresponds to the line with end points at positions 2p-l and 2p in the set of end points.

5.2 Program: correspondence algorithm

In this section the program trace is treated. Various aspects like the choice of data structures up to
a guideline for a user to apply trace is discussed.

5.2.1 Data structures

An important subject in the design of the program is the setup of data structures tor all important
elements involved. We must develop data structures to represent a line, an image (a set of lines)
and an image sequence (a set of sets of Hnes). Besides lines trajectories are the second important
type of objects. These trajectories are applied to describe the correspondences or links between
lines from different images. To implement these structures classes are introduced for each
element.

A line is specified by two endpoints or four coordinates in an LOR file. In the algorithm a line is
described otherwise. A line is represented by the coordinates of its mid point, length and
orientation. These line attributes can be derived from the two endpoints. The transformation from
the endpoints into the used representation is described in section 4.1.1.

Class: line

The class line which implements lines contains the eight values of both representations.
Furthermore, it contains procedures to retrieve the end points from an LOR file, procedures to
calculate the values for the second representation and procedures to call or show one or all of
these values. A friend function '*', an overloaded operator, is implemented as the disparity
function 0 of two lines.

Phantom lines

For a missing or phantom Hne a Hne with two endpoints in the origin is used. This dummy Hne is
used to store in SRT files when the correspondence algorithm returns trajectories with phantom
lines. With these (0,0,0,0) lines in the SRT files the orders remain in tact.

Class: lineset

Lines are elements in images. Each image consists of nothing more than a list of Hnes. The class
lineset is the implementation of an image. In the class lines, objects of the class line, and the size
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of the list (= number of lines in the image) are stored. This class contains similar procedures like
in the line class, only now on the level of an image. It can retrieve all information from an LOR
file to store it in a lineset.

Class: serielinesets

A similar class serielinesets is created to represent image sequences. It contains all linesets from
the sequence and the size of the sequence (= number of images).

The line, lineset and serielinesets classes are only required to store the image sequence and to read
one or more lines when we need to. So one object of the serielinesets is used to store the input
received from the incoming LOR files.

Class: trajeetory

To create and manipulate a part of the solution a class trajectory is introduced. A trajectory is a
row of lines, each line from another image, which are assumed to be corresponding. Consider for
example a trajectory with three lines from a sequence with three images:

To reconstruct a trajectory with the given numbers k,m and n we call the kth line in the list of
image 1, the mth line in image 2 and the nth line in image 3. So in a trajectory the storage of the
line positions is sufficient, if we can translate these to their lines in the sets of lines. Instead of
storing the lines in a trajectory their permutation function fjO (see chapter 2) is stored.

Ouring the algorithm we can alter the trajectories by changing the numbers in the trajectories. The
storage of a number is of course smaller than the room to store a line object in the computer
memory. Also operations like changing and moving are less extensive tor numbers than for line
objects. To emphasis the fact that the elements in a trajectory are positions of lines in a list we
introduce a modifled integer type:

typedef
{ linenumber = int

phantomline = -1}

The elements in a trajectory are of the linenumber type instead of int. For a phantom line the
number -1 is preserved. If a phantomline is present in a trajectory this element does not refer to a
position in a lineset but to the fact this line is missing. If we print a trajectory a phantomline=-1
is represented as a ' *, .

Class: trajectoryset

All created trajectories are gathered in a trajectoryset class. This is a list of trajectories. The ith

column in a trajectoryset refers to the permutation order of the lines in the ith image. The jth row
in a trajectoryset is the jth trajectory, which is intended to be fllled with corresponding lines. For
the trajectoryset a number of manipulations is composed, but the most important is the swapping
action.

We create two objects of the trajectoryset class. The flrst will be used to store the result built with
the correspondence algorithm. The second can be used to store the correct result. When we have
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-c~ object 1J

both sets we can verify the result. But where do we fetch the correct result? If we know in what
orders the lines from the LDR files must be placed in the SRT files we can create the correct
trajectoryset. Two possibilities can occur: (1) The LDR files store the lines in correct orders and
(2) lines are ordered arbitrary. In the first case it is easy to construct the trajectoryset. Each
trajectory consists of the same numbers, the first all zeros, the second allones and so on. For the
second case we created an ASCII file format to store the numbers for the trajectories. These files
have the RES extension (from RESult) and look Iike:

. . ..

:-::.(:..::--::.... :::.::.::::::.)\::::....:: ..-:::: ...

':<\'.. nr
INI

--->-"'-- ---

RES file format

We have a trajectoryset of Nt trajectories with each Ni elements. In the ith trajectory at the jth
position we find Iinenumber mij for 1~ i~Nt, 1~j ~Ni.

5.2.2 Use of pointers

In the data structures a number of times the same structure is present. A trajectoryset is a list of
trajectories and a trajectory is a list of linenumbers. A serielinesets is a list of linesets and a
lineset is a list of lines. A list is a set of a variabie number of objects which are stored in a certain
order. An object in the list is identified by its number, i.e. its position in the list. For a list the
general structure, shown in figure 22, is used. This structure is applied in all types of lists present
in the program.

list

IFpp. t-t------:.:O-'i- p[l]

L p[2] ------17bject 1 J

~J---- ~ object nJ
tigure 22 pointers in list type

The list c1ass contains a pointer pp to an array of pointers p[l ]..p[n]. These pointers contain the
addresses of object 1.. object n.

In this setup it is possible to:

Assign and manipulate an object i in the list by using its pointer pril.
Permutation of objects by exchanging addresses.
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Replacing object i by a new one by removing the data p[i] points to and letting p[i] point
to the new object.

When possible, operations are done with pointers instead of the objects themselves. This is faster
and it prevents the storage of objects twice. Creation, storage and destruction of objects takes
time. So it is useful to prevent the usage of unnecessary, temporary copies of objects. This is
often realized by using const object& 0 instead of just object 0 as an argument for procedures. In
the second case a temporary copy is created at the start of the procedure which is deleted at the
end of that procedure. In the flrst case the address of the original object is used and the 'const'
protects this object from changes. In all program modules it is important to watch out for
unnecessary copying of objects.

5.2.3 Overview of necessary procedures

Besides the data structures to work with, the two procedures of the algorithm need to be program
med. To make the program complete it also needs to include the following issues:

Procedures to read the LOR files. These procedures are built hierarchically in the line,
lineset and serielinesets classes. The classes point and pointset are created to store the
information of an LOR file as a set of end points which is translated in a lineset.

Procedures to write the result in SRT files. The data from a trajectoryset and a
serielinesets are combined to perform this task.

Procedures to set the internal parameters. If possible the program itself should determine a
useful setting of the internal parameters. In a test phase it is desired to set the parameters
manually. An ASCII file,called program.opt, is introduced in which these parameters can
be set.

Procedures to watch the algorithm. A list of interesting parameters will be given in section
6.1.2. To watch the algorithm it is wishful to show the progress of the algorithm and the
tentative results. The initial procedure is a single step process and thus only the result can
be shown. Opposite, the swapping procedure is performed iteratively so its path can be
traced. We use three abbreviations to give a view on the swapping process:

• S when a swap has been executed.
• F when a forward pass is started.
• B when a backward pass is started.

So the shortest path is F-B, a path with no swaps. Then no possible swaps were found to
improve the initial result.

5.2.4 Structure of the program

In flgure 23 the modular structure of the program is shown. The flgure is divided in two parts.
Above the modules are given by the names of their classes. Under the modules with process steps
or support functions are given with the C+ + file names. We have three columns of object sets.
The flrst column consists of endpoint and endpointset. These two are only used to read the LOR
files which contain images in the form of sets of end points. The second column is used to
represent the three levels of an image sequence: A line, an image (= a lineset) and the sequence
(=a serielinesets). One object of the c\ass serielinesets is used as the storage facility of the data of
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program.opt --1 input

figure 23 modular structure trace

the input sequence. Tbe correspondences are stored in a trajeetory (= numbers from different
Iinesets from all corresponding Iines) and a trajectoryset containing all correspondence
information. Tbe two procedures of the correspondence algorithm, initial and swapping procedure,
are found back in Uraj.cpp and algo.cpp. The calculation of '1' and some other calculations are
done in psi.cpp. Tbe complete correspondence algorithm is gathered in core.cpp. Tbe result is
written in SRT mes with procedures trom writeldr.cpp. Tbe mainO function is placed in
match.cpp which unites the correspondence procedure from core.cpp with the default settings of
constant.h and input.cpp. Input.cpp is used to read the user definable settings stored in
program.opt. A few other modules are not mentioned in this overview, they are briefly explained
in appendix VI. Tbis appendix contains a complete overview of all C+ + modules of trace.

5.2.5 Guideline to the program

Tbe program trace can execute a matching operation, i.e. finding line correspondences for an
image sequence stored by a set of LDR mes. Tbe result will be stored in SRT mes with the same
names. Tbe arguments for the program are:

trace <name> <n> <f>

with
< name> = the name of the LDR tile without the extension LDR and the number of the
image.
< n > =the number of images
< f> = the fraction fr, see formula (30),page 28, can be used to choose a large or small
search restrietion. This argument does not have to be specitied. The default of < f> is
0.5.

Besides the arguments for the program on the command line we can use the tile program.opt to
adjust the program to our own wishes. 18 booleans or switches can be set on (=TRUE) or off
(= FALSE). With these settings we can manipulate what will be printed on screen, which results
or data will be saved and which modifications will be activated or not. An example of
program.opt looks like:
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Randomized = TRUE
DispCondition = FALSE
CheckRigidity = FALSE
R.igiditylnitialization = FALSE
.RealScene= FALSE
ShowMemory = FALSE
UseDefault = FALSE
ShowSwap = FALSE
TestResult=TRUE
ViewAlgo = TRUE
.ShowCorrectTrajectories = FALSE
ShowTrajectories = FALSE
WriteOutcorne=FALSE
WriteSRTfiles=FALSE
Pauses = FALSE ..
ManualSwaps =FALSE
ReSize=TRUE
OrderSetl = FALSE
CheckBack = FALSE
20.0 115.0 1000 /* Dma• Fma. NumPasses */
0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 /* weights for attributes */
0.80.2 /* weights for psi */

Program.opt

A list of explanations of the booleans and numbers in this me is given in appendix VII.

As mentioned, trace does not only save SRT mes, but a few mes more. These are:

<name> .log

A file with the same name as the LDR mes and the extension log. This stores a large
number of variables which are explained in section 6.1.2.

<name> .SO

This me stores all swapping actions. A swap is completely specified by the direction and
the position of the swap and the two trajectories which exchange parts at that position.

result.tst

Contrary to the tirst two mes, this tile is not specific for one image sequence. It stores a
set of important variables and the name of the sequence. The set is added at the end of the
file. Each line in this me refers to another experiment.

If we execute trace the following is shown on the screen:
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Tbe name and the number of images of tbe sequence

Tbe read settings of the booleans in program.opt

A signal tbat tbe LDR files are being read.

Tbe initial procedure start and the result of the initial procedure.

Tbe swapping procedure witb a B-F-S pattern or tbe swaps in detail.

An overview of settings and results

Tbe output on tbe screen can be influenced by tbe booleans ShowMemory, ShowSwap,
TestResult, ViewAlgo, ShowCorrectTrajectories and ShowTrajectories.

During tbe program execution the following keys can be used to control the program:

'q' Every time it is asked to press a key with 'q' the program can be aborted
(Pauses=TRUE).

'x' During the swapping procedure with ShowSwap=FALSE this key ends tbe procedure and
continues the program. A result is built from an untïnished swapping procedure.

's' During the swapping procedure we can toggle between ShowSwap=FALSE and
ShowSwap = TRUE with this key.

5.3 Other programs

Besides the program trace we have build two other programs, traceall and bscenes.

traceall

Witb traceall it is possible to automatically execute the correspondence procedure for a number of
image sequences. It will be applied for a set of generated 2D image sequences. The program
needs tbe following parameters:

traceall < k> <I > < m > < n > <p >

witb
< k> = first character of tbe set of basic images which has been used to create tbe
sequences.
< I > = number of images. All sequences must have tbe same number of images.
< m> = number of different camera paths in tbe set.
< n > = number of basic images which are used to create sequences.
< p> = fraction fr to choose a dmax just Iike in trace.

Witb this action we process m x n image sequences with each I images. The name of tbe
processed image sequences are

p1< k> 1_*.Idr up to p < m > < k> < n > _*.Idr
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A list of interesting variables originating from these executions are saved in 'resuittst'. Just like
in trace it is possible to save the swapping information in a file.

Instead of having match.cpp as the file with the mainO-function we now have matchall.cpp. This
file calls the match function of core.cpp tor all the sequences it needs to process.

bscenes

This program is used to generate a set of 2D sequences. With the description of a basic image and
the displacements of the lines in this basic image to all following images the program is able to
calculate the sequences. This program wil! he discussed in section 6.3.4.

The program indudes the souree codes of data structures it is working with, it manipulates LDR
files and uses some warning messages. So it uses:

• line.cpp
• lineset.cpp
• seriels.cpp
• point.cpp
• pointset.cpp
• warnings.cpp
• IdLcpp

Besides these it uses two special C+ + files:

• bscenes.cpp

The file with the mainO function which build the image sequence.

• makeldLcpp

Contains the procedure to calculate the image sequence. (Calculation will be explained in
6.3.4).
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6 Experiments

6.1 Introduction to the experiments

The algorithm described in the chapter 4 is build on assumptions. lts correct working cannot be
proved. With a number of tests some knowledge can be obtained to estimate the quality of the
algorithm. Besides this aspects a number of other aspects are examined with a number of
experiments. This is put into words in 6.1.1.

6.1.1 Goals of the experiments

Besides judging the quality of the algorithm, we set the following goals:

Understand the algorithm

By viewing the algorithm tor concrete examples the working is iIlustrated and can be understood
better.

Set the internal parameters

By testing multiple settings of the internal parameters for various sequences the effect of these
settings can be evaluated. This can lead to rules of thumb for setting the internal parameters.

Test the modifications

The algorithm is executed for a number of cases with and without proposed moditications. In that
way the effects of these modifications are judged.

Scope of the algorithm

Due to the restrictions of the assumptions made to design the algorithm, it can not handle any
sequence. We would Iike to find out what the scope of the algorithm is. With scope the range of
sequences is meant for which the algorithm works successfully. With a Iimited set of test
sequences we will try to give a rough indication of the scope of the algorithm.

Three important questions have to be posed before starting the experiments. The fïrst question is:
How can we set up or obtain a Iimited set of test sequences which is large enough to pass
judgements about these four mentioned aspects? This question will be discussed in 6.3 when we
describe our experiments. The second question is about the image sequences themselves. How can
we judge the difficulty of a sequence for the matching algorithm? This question is the subject of
section 6.2. The third question deals with the experiments. What data must be shown during or
after the execution of an experiment to gain relevant information for the four aspects?

To view the execution of an experiment we can globally consider three issues:
• The outcome, which is written in the SRT mes.
• The path of swaps, which can be shown on a screen by the S, Band F notation (see section
5.2.3).
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• Interesting numbers e.g. indicating the length of the execution like the number of passes and the
number of swaps.

6.1.2 List of viewing parameters

To evaluate an experiment the following parameters could be interesting:

Nan1 average number of Iines in an image

N Number of images

Nb Number of times the backward pass is executed

Nr Number of times the forward pass is executed

Ng Number of times the Gij is calculated

Nsw Number of swaps of trajectory parts

Nit, Number of trajectories in the initial set

Nis Number of trajectories at the end

Ta Elapsed time algorithm (swapping procedure)

Ti Elapsed time initialization (initial procedure)

dmax Constant to indicate neighbourhood

Fmax The penalty on using phantom lines in a trajectory

Nre Number of full and correct trajectories

Nie Number of incomplete but correct trajectories

Nw Number of wrong trajectories

Re fraction of correct trajectories in end result :(Nie + Nre) / Nis

t~m fraction of correct links in end result

Rei fraction of correct trajectories in initial result

femi fraction of correct links in initial result

fNN fraction of combinations of two lines which are within dmax from each other

fsw fraction of combinations of two trajectories for which a possible swap is investigated

t~.i fraction of the initial set of trajectories which consists of phantom lines
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f•.end fraction of the set of trajectories after the matching operation which consists of phantom
lines

Nanl and Nare two numbers which describe an image sequence quantitatively. Nanl gives an
indication how complex an image of the sequence is. The total number of Iines which must be
treated by the algorithm is N x Nanl •

Nb' Nr and Ng indicate how many times a DISP or DEV is called or calculated. See section 3.4
formula (4)
and (5), page 16 with Niter=Nb +Nr. Ng - N_ times a Gij is calculated which does not lead to swap
and for a fraction of this Ng-N.w calculations the resulting Gij is negative. So the difference in Ng
and N.w indicate an amount of supertluous calculations. N.w is the number of manipulations to
transform the initial result in the (smoothened) end result.

The number of trajectories, retrieved from the initial procedure is denoted with Nits . In this
number the number of phantom trajectories is not included. This number is equal to or larger than
Nan, • A difference in Nanl and Nits can have two reasons:

Due to Iines moving in and out of view the number of Iines in the scene (denoted with M.,
see chapter 2) is larger than Nanl • For Iines coming into view in the middle of the sequence
new trajectories are started and so Nits > Nan, •

Due to a too small dmax not all corresponding Iines of successive images will be linked.
For each not found neighbouring line a new trajectory is started. In this case Nits is
probably larger than Ms.

The number of trajectories at the end of the algorithm can differ from Nils' Just like in Nits the
number of phantom trajectories is not included in Nts . During the swapping procedure phantom
trajectories can appear and disappear. Besides this effect there is another reason for the difference
between Nits and Nts . A trajectory filled with only one real line does not contain corresponding
Iines. So in the result we only keep trajectories filled with at least two real Iines and leave out the
other trajectories. When the algorithm obtains the correct result Nts is equal to M, the wanted
number of trajectories (see chapter 2).

Two time intervals Ti and Ta indicate how long the execution of the correspondence algorithm
lasts. If the number of swaps and thus the number of iterations in the swapping procedure is not
too small Ti will be much larger than Ta' It is not important to have accurate values tor Ti and Ta'
Comparison of time intervals from different experiments is more interesting.

As summarized in section 4.2.2 the set of internal parameters consists of two constants and two
sets of weights. Different settings of the internal parameters can result in different outcomes. So it
is necessary to know the settings of the internal parameters in the experiments.

The result from the matching procedure is stored in SRT files. These files can be viewed with a
viewer, which draws the images represented by the numbers in the SRT or LDR mes. With the
viewer SFMVIEW also the orders of the Iines can be shown. In this way the proposed
correspondences can be evaluated with human eyes as judges. In SFMVIEW Iines from different
images are drawn with different colours. A trajectory is shown by drawing all Iines from that
trajectory as thick Iines. So a trajectory is a group of tbick Iines, each with another colour. One
by one each trajectory can be viewed. From this evaluation we can verify the result. This
correctness of this result is expressed in two ways: with trajectories (Re) and with links (fem).fem is
the fraction of correct links in the set of trajectories:
A link is one connection between two Iines from successive images.
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1, 1IIlmber of correct links in the set of trajectories
cm total 1IIlmber of links ÎJl the set of trajectories

Re is determined similarlyon the trajectory level:

R - _ber of correct trajectories in the set
c totaJ 1IIlmber of trajectoriu

(35)

(36)

Of course, Re ~ fem' An incorrect trajectory with a few correct links contributes to fem but not to
R.
The result is 100% correct if all trajectories only contain corresponding lines and thus Re=fem = 1.
Besides the fractions af the end result the same fractions can be checked after the initial
procedure. These fractions are denoted with fem; and Rei' These twa fractions can be used to judge
the initial result. If Ri = 1 no swaps are necessary to obtain the correct result. If the correct set of
trajectories is available, the numbers to indicate the correctness of the result are determined
automatically.

As seen in section 4.1.5, formula (20) the algorithm contains search restrictions ta limit the
number of possibilities. It can be interesting to express the search restrictions or related values
numerical. This is done by defining two search fractians fNN and fsw.The fractions indicate limitati
ons of search areas. With na search restrictions bath fractions are equal to 1 and all possibilities
are investigated. With the two search fractions it is possible to link the results of the algorithm
with the numerical expressed search restrictions and the time intervals.
The fraction fNN can be used to indicate the limitation in the search area of NN. This fraction is
defined as:

1UImber of Une.s from succes.sive images withln ti"....
f NN - tota! 1IIlmber of combinations of two Une.s from successive images

This fraction is controlled by the setting of dmax only.
The second fraction fsw is a number which indicates the search limitation in the swapping
procedure:

f. = 1IIlmber of times a po.ssible swapping combination is examÜled
sw totaJ 1IIlmber of combinatlons for which a swap con be exiJRlÎJled

(37)

(38)

The number of times a possible swap is investigated is equal to the number of times the Gij gain is
calculated. For a set of possible swaps anly the combination with the maximum Gij a swap is
executed. fsw is related ta the criterions far swapping candidates: the double dmax threshold in
formula (20), the rigidity condition in formula (31) and the checkback condition in farmuia (33).
In the ideal case we have a very small fsw which is just large enough to include the combinations
which must be examined ta retrieve the correct result.

In section 6.5 a few experiments will be evaluated with a variabie d"",x' The coherence of dmax with
a number of mentioned variables will be discussed.

6.2 Difficulty of image sequences

In this section we divide our experiments in different groups. Each group resembles to a certain
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degree of difficulty. First we try to figure out what makes a sequence difficult or easy (6.2.1).
Then we set up the partition in groups and finally we give a scheme of all the experiments and
their difficulty level.

6.2.1 The concept concerning the difficulty of sequences

The result of the correspondence algorithm depends on the image sequence which it is applied for.
A sequence with a flat square with very small line changes has a bigger chance on a correct result
than a sequence with a complex set of 3D objects which are all very close to each other and with
more rapidly changing lines. For a more difficult image sequence the correspondence algorithm
wil! take a longer time to obtain aresuIt and the reliability of this result is hard to predict. We
want to relate the concept concerning the difficulty of sequences to the scope of the
correspondence algorithm. The scope of the correspondence algorithm indicates that range of
image sequences for which the algorithm can generate correct results. In this sense we describe
difticulty of sequences as the degree in which the correspondence algorithm succeeds in creating
correct or partially correct results.

This description is still vague and unsatisfactory, but it is very hard to give a more concrete
explanation. To make it more concrete we sum up a number of aspects which influence the
difficulty of a sequence. With two columns we make a distinction between easy and difficult
image sequences.

easy

- linear motion of camera
- small line changes
- distances between Iines large
- less lines
- lines in one plain (2D)
- constant camera speed
- no noise
- no parallel lines close to each other
- no miss ing lines
- no lines partially out of view
- no ambiguity in 2D projections of 3D

scene
- No high density areas

difficult

- random motion
- large line changes
- distances small
- many lines
- 3D-objects
-varying camera speed

- noisy frames
- parallel lines close to each other
- missing lines, occlusion
- lines partially out of view
- ambiguity in projections

- areas with many lines close to each other:
high density areas

Of course, various aspects are related to each other. A sequence IS! with more Hnes than a
sequence IS2 does not have to be more difticult than IS2• The structure of the images or the
density of lines in different areas of the images also influences the difficulty of a sequence.

From all these aspects occlusion deserves special attention. For a sequence with no missing or
occluded lines and an equal number of Hnes in each image each line has a corresponding line in
every other image. Searching correspondence comes down to connecting the right Hnes. In a
sequence with missing Hnes the correspondence algorithm gets an additional task. Besides
connection of available corresponding lines the algorithm should judge whether a line is missing
and to which trajectory this missing line should have been connected.
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Finally, we remark that two identical image sequences can have a different level of difficulty.
With different orders of the lines in the images we can obtain different initial results. And with
different initial results we can have different end results.

6.2.2 Partition of tests in categories

We want to evaluate test sequences in an order in which the difficulty of sequences is increased
step by step. We apply the notions of 6.2.1 to set up the following partition:

Table 2. Categories of image sequences

category 2D or 3D realor artificial occlusion large,complex
or small,easy

1 2D artificial no easy

2 30 artiticial no easy

3 3D real no easy

4 20 artificial no complex

5 30 real no complex

6 30 real yes easy

7 20 artificial yes easy

8 30 artiticial yes easy

9 30 real yes complex

We have four qualities which describe a sequence:

1 2D or 30

The 20 test sequences are built with a special program. 3D sequences are made with the program
30 STUDIO (artificial) or recorded with a camera moved with a robot arm (real)

2 Realor artificial

In an artificial sequence we avoid practical problems like noise, inaccurate measurements and
failing line extraction.

3 Occlusion

Missing lines considerably increase the difficulty of a sequence. They have more effect than an
increase in complexity of the structure of the images or an increase in the number of lines.

4 large, complex or smalI, easy

With complex we mean here the complexity of the structure in an image. An image with a number
of complicated 3D objects has a larger complexity than an image with e.g. one simple box. Also
images with areas with a large density of lines are more complex than images with all lines
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relatively far away from each other.

6.2.3 Schedule of experiments

For a number of categories we examined a number of image sequences. A scheme is given in
table 3.

Table 3. Scheme of examined image sequences

category sequence discussed in section

1 para*.Idr 4.2.5
swap*.Idr 6.3.1
set 2D LDR tiles s-set 6.3.4

2 box*.Idr 6.3.5
brnO* .Idr 6.3.5
nbO*.Idr 6.3.5
st s*.ldr 6.3.5

3 r2r*.Idr 6.4.2

4 set 2D LDR tiles s-set 6.3.4

7 occlu*.Idr 6.3.6

8 bxn*.Idr 6.4.2

9 csfmha*.Idr 6.4.2

The tirst, para*.ldr, is already discussed as an iIIustration of the method in chapter 4. The second,
swap*.Idr, will be used as an iIIustration of the swapping procedure. The sequence occlu*.ldr
seems to contain a contradiction. We stated that a 2D artificial sequence does not have missing
lines, and occlu*.Idr has that anyway. We deliberately remove a line in this sequence to take a
look at a smalI sequence with a controlIed occlusion effect.

In both category 1 and 4 a set 2D LDR tiles has been placed. This so-calIed s-set consists of a
large number of sequences which belong to category 1 or 4. The s-set contains sequences with a
small number of Hnes up to sequences with high density areas of Hnes. The smoothness of the
camera path is not taken as an argument to classify sequences. We assume that all paths are
relatively smooth (see 4.1.3). In the s-set we vary the smoothness of the path in steps and we also
include a few rugged paths. So this s-set gives us the opportunity to see the effect of the
smoothness of the path on the results of the correspondence algorithm.

6.3 ArtificiaI test sequences

In this section we discuss the experiments of the artificial sequences. The section is ordered
according an increasing difficulty of sequences. We start with a very easy sequence to study the
working of the swapping procedure. We continue with three subsections about the 2D sequences.
We explain the reason to experiment with 2D sequences (6.3.2), how to make them (6.3.3) and
the s-set and its results (6.3.4). A few 3D artificial sequences are briefly evaluated in 6.3.5.
Finally we take a closer look at the important problem of occlusion with a small example (6.3.6).
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6.3.1 Illustration of the swapping procedure

?
1234

--------jt
figure 24 image sequence swap*.ldr

To illustrate the swapping procedure a suitable easy image sequence is created. The sequence
consists of four images with each three Iines. The Iines in each image are relatively far away from
each other, have different lengths and different orientation. Each line undergoes a different, but
Iinear and slow motion. In tigure 24 the image sequence swap* .ldr is drawn. The numbers along
the Iines indicate to which image these Iines belong. With the three arrows the three motions of
the Iines are shown. An image sequence with these qualities should not be a problem for the
correspondence algorithm. More strongly, the initial procedure is sufficient to create a 100 %
correct result. So the swapping procedure is actually not needed. After the initial procedure we
deliberately change the correct trajectories manually with a few arbitrary chosenswaps. With this
'new' set of trajectories we start the swapping procedure. For two examples we have kept track of
the swapping actions.

After the initial procedure we find the correct trajectories:

trajectory 1 : {l, 1, 1, I}
trajectory 2 : {2, 2, 2, 2}
trajectory 3 : {3, 3, 3, 3}
trajectory 4 : {*, *, *, *}

The fourth trajectory is a phantom trajectory used as a reservoir to swap in phantom Hnes. In our
end result we remove this trajectory.

Example 1

We only exchange trajectory parts between trajectory 1,2,3. From start to end of the swapping
procedure we have the following sets:

{0,2,2,I} 1 {0,2,2,I} 2 {O,I,I,O} 3 {0,0,0,2} 4 {0,0,0,2} 5 {O,O,O,O}
{2, I,0,2} => {2, 1,1 ,Ol => {2,2,2, I} => {2,2,2,1} => {2,2,2,0} => {2,2,2,2}
{I,O,I,O} {I,0,0,2} {I,0,0,2} {I,I,I,O} {I,I,I,I} {I,I,I,I}

We do not need the phantom trajectory, so it is left out here. At the start we only had one correct
link in the trajectories. After 5 swaps we arrive at the correct result. In the second row of table 4
the change in the number of correct links is given for each swap (swaps are numbered sI, s2, .. ).

Table 4. Changes in number of correct links
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Example sI s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8

1 +2 +1 +2 +1 +2

2 +1 +1 +1 +2 +1 +1 +1 +1

Example 2

In contrast with example 1 we also use the phantom trajectory for our manual swaps. Each time a
phantom trajectory is used in a manual swap we add a new one and in this way the number of
trajectories is increased. During the swapping procedure itself we again do not need a phantom
trajectory. On the contrary, trajectories with a few phantom Iines will be combined into
trajectories with only real lines and phantom trajectories. From start to end we have:

{O,2,*,I} I {O,2,*,I} 2 {O,O,O,2} 3{O,O,O,2} 4{O,O,O,2}5 {O,O,O,2} 6 {O,O,O,2} 7 {O,O,O,*}8{O,O,O,O}
{2,1,*,*}~ {2,1,*,*}~ {2,1,*,*}~ {2,I,l,O}~ {2,2,*,l}~ {2,2,2,*}~ {2,2,2,*}~ {2,2,2,2}~ {2,2,2,2}
{1,O,I,O} {1,O,O,2} {1,2,*,l} {l,2,*,I} {l,l,l,O} {1,I,l,O} {l,l,l,l} {l,l,l,l} {l,l,l,l}
{*,*,2,*} {*,*,2,*} {*,*,2,*} {*,*,2,*} {*,*,2,*} {*,*,*,l} {*,*,*,O} {*,*,*,O}
{*,*,O,2} {*,*,I,O} {*,*,l,O}

The phantom trajectories which arise from the swaps are left out. In row 3 of table 4 the changes
in the number of links are given.

In both examples we start with a large number of incorrect links and we end with the correct
result. If we use AND in the crossed disparity condition (see moditication 4,section 4.3.2) the
search restrictions are too large and we do not get the correct results. The swaps are all executed
with swapping candidates of case 1,2,3 (see section 4.2.4) so all swaps contribute to achieving the
correct result. From these examples we can conclude the swapping procedure has been imple
mented correct and works correct. But we can not generalise these results to more difficult image
sequences. In the used image sequence we only have a few possibilities and it is very c1ear to
distinguish the correct result with Iines far away from each other which follow their own specitic
path. In next sections we will tind out if the correspondence algorithm is able to tind correct
results for various, more difficult image sequences.

6.3.2 Why 2D test image sequences?

Although the results of the correspondence algorithm are used to reconstruct 3D lines, it is
interesting to look at 2D test image sequences for the correspondence algorithm itself. The two
main advantages of using 2D image sequences for testing the correspondence algorithm are:

Easier image sequences

Lines do not follow their own path in the 3D world. All Iines move in one plain, so there
is a more c1ear coherence in the paths of the lines. Occlusion never occurs in 2D
sequences. It is easier to control the complexity of a 2D sequence.

Easier to make 2D image sequences

It is easy to construct a 2D image. To construct a 3D sequence you can use tools like 3D
STUDIO or record a sequence with a camera moved by a robot arm. This will take a
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relatively long time. For a 2D image sequence you only need a basic image and a
description of the path this basic image will follow in the sequence. This will be explained
in the next subsection.

6.3.3 Construction of 2D test image sequences

~~-----------------_//

imageplane

figure 25 camera setup tor recording 2D sequences

With the imaginary setup of figure 25 2D sequences are built. A camera parallel to the plain in
which a basic image has been placed, makes a rotation and a translation and records this basic
image from different camera positions.

The lines from the basic image all undergo the same translations and all rotate around the right
upper corner point of the image. This is visualized in figure 26 for one line.

rotation center

/-
......

\
\ (dx,dy)

\ / I
\J ...-

------~ .... '

figure 26 transformation (dx,dy,CI!)

The transformation from one line in image k into a line in image k+ 1 is completely specified by
the (dx,dy,CI!) transformation set. A 2D image sequence is completely specified with the following:

1. A basic image.

This is the first image of the sequence and the image which will be translated and rotated
during the sequence.

2. Transformation sets.

If for each two successive images the transformation set is specified each image can be
ca1culated.

All transformation sets together can be considered as the path of the 2D image sequence. We
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introduce the following ASCII format file to store apath:

N
NI dXI dYl al

<Nz dX2 dyz. a2

path file format PTH

For this type of file the extension PTH is used. A PTH file starts with N, this is the number of
images of the sequence. The other I ines in the PTH file each consist of a combination of four
numbers. The image sequence is divided in parts. The flrst NI images each have a transformation
(dx l , dYI, al)' The following Nz images each have transformation (dxz, dyz, a z) etc. Of course
N=NI+Nz+ .. +Np •

The program bscenes can generate a number of 2D image sequences for multiple path - basic
image combinations. The names of the input files must have the following formats:

<c> <i> O.Idr

path < P > .pth

The basic image, a single character < c> followed by a number
< i > and '_O.Idr'. Character < c> can be used to distinguish
different sets of basic images. A set of three basic images can be
'sl_0.Idr' ,'s2_0.Idr' and 's3_0.Idr'

A path is specifled by its number < p >. The filename of the flrst
path is 'path1.pth'.

The program bscenes needs three parameters to assign the set of 2D image sequences. The
command line

bscenes < k > < I > < m>

creates I x m 2D sequences by using m basic images < k > 1_O.ldr to < k> < m> _O.Idr and I
paths path1.pth to path < I > .pth. The sequences are named:

p < I > < c > < m> _ < i> .Idr

with I = pathnumber
c = character of set of basic images
m = number of basic image
i = image number of sequence varying from °to N-1 (N=number of images).

The program bscenes will be used to create a test set of images sequences in the next subsection.

6.3.4 Set of 2D test image sequences
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We construct a set of test sequences in which we can control the difficulty with respect to two
aspects:

The choice of the basic image leaves us the possibility to select the number of Iines in an
image, the distances between the Iines and the shapes of objects which are combinations of
Iines.
Smoothness of paths. We can choose Iinear paths, (all transformation sets are the same)
paths with smooth curves (small differences between transformation sets) or paths with a
sharp curve.

We want to create a Iimited set of test sequences, but still we want to cover a wide range of
difficulty levels. We choose a set of six basic images plotted in appendix I. According to their file
names 'sI_O.Idr' to 's6_0.Idr' we name the basic images here sI to s6.

Basic images

sI A small and easy one. For this image we expect good results in all situations.

s2 The image of basic image I repeated four times at a considerable distance from each
other. Again we expect good results. It is easy to distinguish Iines because they are weil
separated.

s3 Again four times basic image 1. Now there are Iines which are parallel and very close to
each other.

s4 It looks Iike image s3. Maybe the extra parallel Iines cause extra problems.

s5 A 3D image with a few boxes with a relatively large mutual distance. This 3D image will
be considered as being 2D.

s6 A 'rough' 3D image. Contrary to s5 this is an image with many Iines and combinations of
Iines which are very close to each other and almost certainly will cause problems.

With these six images we go from easy to complex, from a few Iines to more Iines, from regular
images up to irregular .AII these basic images will be used to build image sequences which all have
seven images.

x
>

• •

figure 27 choice of the paths in 2D sequences

For the choice of the paths, take a look at figure 27. We start with tour images with the same
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translation (dxl,O). The translation to from the fourth to the flfth image is done from '0' to a 'x'.
This translation is used in the rest of the sequence. The flrst path is the smoothest: all
transformations are the same. In the second path we only vary speed and do not change the
direction of the translation. For the other paths we make a curve after image 4. For all paths 'x'
is chosen in the grey area. This curve is varied from smooth (path 3) to non-smooth (path 9). For
path 2 up to 9 we only use two transformation sets, one for the flrst 4 images and one for the last
3 images. So path 3 up to path 9 have one curve. We add another 9 paths which have two curves,
the flrst curve between image 3 and 4 and the second immediately after this flrst between image 4
and 5. With these 18 paths we have a variety of paths from smooth to rugged.

In all paths we take a rotation a=O.3°. With this small rotation we introduce small changes in
length and orientation of all lines. Because the distance form each line to the rotation point differs
the paths of the lines are not identical. More or less a very small '3D-effect' is created.

For the set of 18 x 6 image sequences we executed the correspondence algorithm a number of
times. We applied a number of combinations in which implemented modiflcations (section 4.3.2)
were turned on or off. These combinations are summed up in table Al in appendix II.

The flrst indication does not refer to a modiflcation. The artiflcial set up LDR files all store lines
in the correct order. The LDR mes are equal to the SRT files we want to create with our
correspondence algorithm. This means the orders of the lines in the LDR files are not realistic. In
a real image sequence always re-ordering of lines takes place to generate the SRT tiles. To get rid
off this unfair situation the lines are randomly ordered in their sets before the correspondence
algorithm starts. The RND = on indication is used if this randomizing action takes place.

The other indications refer to an implemented moditication described in section 4.3.2:

OR-AND modiflcation 4

RIGIDITY modiflcation 5

ORDERSET modiflcation 6

CHECKBACK modiflcation 7

We took average values over all 108 sequences tor the various settings of the switches of the
moditications. The average results for the main viewing parameters are given in table A2 of
appendix 11.

When we take a look at the results in appendix 11 we can verify how good the results are and
whether the proposed modiflcations of 4.3.2 work. A comparison of the average femi values shows
that the ordering with the LD criterium works. The values are better when we use this ordering
step. For all cases with the rigidity check switched off the initial result Rei is worse than the end
result Re. The opposite is true with the use of rigidity checking. Apparently, this check improves
the efficacy of the swapping procedure. Besides result improvement we get smaller time intervals
Ta' We investigate less swaps and less swaps are executed. Table A2 does not indicate whether
cydes are prevented with the checkback action, but this is the case. This also results in
improvement of time and result. If we compare test 2 and test 5 we notice that correct orders of
the input files (test 5) give a better result. This is unrealistic, because the input orders of the lines
in the sequence will never be in the correct orders in practice. Comparison of test 1 with test 2 or
test 7 with test 8 both indicate that the results are better with OR used in the crossed disparity
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condition. If we use OR swapping candidates of case 2 and 3 (4.2.4) are less often excluded and
this contributes to a better result.

The use of all proposed moditications (in test 7) creates the Re closest to 1.0. We do not find an
average Re = 1.0 but in many of the 108 sequences we have the correct result. A few sequences
contain lines very close to each or have a rugged camera path. For these sequences we can not
establish the correct set of trajectories.

Finally, we can remark that the use of camera paths with larger transformation steps between
images probably results in a worse result. With larger steps the correct trajectories will be less
smooth and thus it will be more difficult to find them.

6.3.5 3D artificial sequences

Considering 20 test sequences is useful, but in the end we are only interested in 30 image
sequences. We go one step up in difficulty and look at a few relatively easy 30 image sequences.
In these sequences the number of lines is relatively smalI, the 30 objects are relatively far away
from each other and still there are no missing lines. For the 30 artificial sequences we also use
various settings with the modifications switched on or off. These settings are given in table A3
appendix IV.

Easy 3D artificial image sequences

box*./dr

The first sequence is a recording of a box which moves along a straight line.
We have a sequence tor which the correct trajectories have a R which is zero. In the initial
procedure we already find the correct answer. In the swapping procedure we tind no Gij values
which are larger than zero. The result is always Re =1.0, the modifications give a small time gain.

brnO*./dr

We consider changing images of two rectangular objects. The camera moves along a smooth, but
not straight path.
With the initial procedure we find a Rei =1.0 if we order the lines with the LO criterium. Another
illustration of the modification which limits the order dependency on the input. In the swapping
procedure only one swap is executed for the Rei =1.0 cases. This results in a limited correct result.
The value of R decreases with the single swap. This shows that the correct result is not reached
with a minimal R. The value of R with the correct result (Rei=1.0) is larger than R in the end.
Maybe a smaller fr value can prevent the wrong swap.

nbO*./dr

A scene with two rectangular objects and a pyramid.
A sequence for which we do not find the correct set of trajectories in any of the eight tests. The
initial procedure is not able to find it. The swapping procedure only succeeds in a small
improvement. In the result we find a few incorrect links. The result of test 5 is better than the one
of test 6 which indicates that the use of OR in the crossed disparity condition does not always
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have the correct impact.

st s*./dr

The relatively easy objects like a box and a pyramid are replaced by astairs with four steps. The
camera zooms in on the stairs along a smooth path. Maybe the combinations of almost parallel
Iines present in this sequence cause problems.
In this sequence we have very small interframe Hne changes. The parallel Iines in the object does
not cause problems. We find a correct initial result and this is not ruined by swaps in the
swapping procedure. All investigated swaps are rejected.

The results are'quite' good, Re ~ 85 % for all sequences when we apply the modifications. To
limit the optimism we give one example of a difficult sequence (category 8, see 6.2.2).

Dijficult 3D an(ficial image sequence

bxn*./dr

We have a sequence of three boxes. But now, they are positioned close to each other in such a
way that occlusion will occur. Lines will be completely or partially missing in some images. This
has an enormous effect on the result.
In this sequence we can divide the trajectories in two groups. The first group consists of
trajectories without missing Iines and the second consists of trajectories tor Hnes which are
completely or partially missing. We observe that with the use of the modifications more
trajectories of the tïrst group are created correctly. The trajectories which should be build with a
few phantom Iines are not created correctly. The disturbance of the Iines which are not present in
every image is decreased with a search area Iimited by the checkback condition. The use of the
rigidity condition results in a worse result only for this sequence.

lust Iike in 6.3.4 we observe that the proposed moditïcations improve the result in most of the
cases. Considerably less swaps are executed with the checkback condition activated. This probably
indicates that cydes do not occur any more.

6.3.6 Occlusion test

The most important reason for the bad result for bxn*.Idr is the lack of some Hnes. Any sequence
with missing Hnes is difficult tor the correspondence algorithm. One missing Hne can cause the
creation of multiple wrong links. A line which should be Hnked to the missing Hne can be Iinked
with another line. Then that line is not linked to its corresponding line which also can tïnd an
incorrect link and so on. To iIIustrate this we take an easy 2D sequence with 8 Iines and 7 images.
In the fourth image we deliberately remove one line. The correct result would be the following set
of trajectories:

{O,O,O,o,O,O,O}
{l,l,l,l,l,l,l}
{2,2,2,2,2,2,2}
{3,3,3,3,3,3,3}
{4,4,4,4,4,4,4}
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{5,5,5,*,5,5,5}
{6,6,6,6,6,6,6}
{7,7,7,7,7,7,7}

We obtain the following result:

{O,O,O,o,O,O,O}
{l,l,l,l,l,l,l}
{2,2,2,2,2,2,2}
{3,3,3,3,3,3,3}
{4,4,4,4,4,4,4}
{5,5,5,*,*,*,*}
{6,6,6,6,6,6,6}
{7,7,7,7,7,7,7}
{*, *,*,*,5,5,5}

Due to the missing Hne 2 trajectories are incorrect. We see that the Hnes which the missing Hne
corresponds to, have been divided in two trajectories. The situation that a missing Hne results in
wrong links does not occur here. The correspondence algorithm is hardly able to create the
correct trajectory. If we have a situation where a Hne is missing for more than one image the
correspondence algorithm will never tind the trajectory. The initial procedure searches links one
image ahead and the swapping procedure searches in combinations where 3 images are involved.
So it is impossible to tind the correspondence tor a Hne present in image k which is missing in
image k+ land k+ 2 and reappears in image k+ 3.

The lack in the correspondence algorithm could be solved with an additional algorithm which
evaluates the resulting trajectories. It includes a criterion to judge a trajectory as a whole and a set
of possible manipulations which are executed as a result of the judgements of the trajectories. This
means you need some kind of criterion which verifies the correspondence of two Iines which are
from image k and image k+ x. With a large x the verification is more difticult and will be less
reliable.

An additional algorithm to handle incorrect Hnks due to missing Hnes has not been realized. This
impHcates the scope of the algorithm is limited to sequences with no missing Hnes. For sequences
with a small percentage of missing Hnes the result is partially correct.

6.4 ReaI image sequences

In 6.3 we investigated a number of artificial sequences. For these sequences the camera recording
step and the line extraction is replaced by software tools which calculate a sequence. In this
section we take a look at the effect of the practical problems of camera recordings and Hne
extraction. We will observe some extra difticulties caused by Hne extraction lacks.

6.4.1 AdditionaI probIems

We want to test the correspondence algorithm for real image sequences, recorded by a moving
camera instead of sequences which are calculated by 3D STUDIO or other software tools. If we
compare real and artificial 3D sequences we can observe a number of differences.
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Line images constructed from camera images always contain inaccuracies. The lines in the real
images have small deviations in line attributes. An artificial sequence does not have these
deviations. The deviations are caused by inaccuracies in the extraction of lines from the grey value
images. The line attribute deviations are only a minor problems. The line extraction tooi can also
create noisy lines, projections of lines which are not present in the scene which has been recorded.
Besides noisy Hnes the extraction can come up with sets of small collinear lines which actually
should form one Hne. Finally, it can occur that a Hne which is not occluded by any object and is
not out of view is missing due to an extraction failure.

Besides the problems we have with creating an errorfree sequence with the Hne extraction tooi, the
scene itself is more difficult to control. The amount of lines, the structure of the scene and objects
hiding other objects are all aspects which are more difficult to control. The same is vaHd for the
camera motion. We create a more or less 'artificial' environment to record a real image sequence.
The background of the scene is completely made dark to avoid reflections. The objects have a
simple shape (box or pyramid) and the different surfaces have a different, even colour. In this
way the edges of the objects are very c1ear and no lines are detected in the texture of the surfaces.
The camera is mounted on a robot arm and it can make controlled smooth motions.

6.4.2 Tests and results

With a setup described in 6.4. I we recorded two sequences, one with only two objects and one
with a considerable amount of objects. The results for these two sequences are given in appendix
IV. For the same seven settings as the 3D artiticial sequences the two were tested. We
investigated the following two sequences:

csfmha*.ldr

A large scene with multiple rectangular objects and missing line segments. The line changes are
relatively large compared to the other test image sequences. The use of modifications provides a
considerable increase in the number of correct trajectories. With all modifications activated we can
establish 40 of 56 trajectories correct.

r2r*.ldr

The sequence has a not smooth camera path and the interframe line changes are relatively large.
The transition between image three and tour is larger than the other transitions in the sequence.
The correct trajectories are not smooth. The algorithm searches the smoothest trajectories and thus
a wrong result can not be prevented.

6.5 Settings of the internal parameters

Successful execution of the correspondence algorithm depends on the settings of the internal
parameters. There are no c1ear rules or analytical methods available to set the internal parameters.
The parameters are set with a trial and error process. In a set of tests multiple settings are
verified. For the parameters Fmax , Vj,V2, v3, v4, wl and w2 we can not give rules of thumb to set
them. The only thing we can state is that we weigh the orientation V3 and the direction wl
stronger than the others. These seven parameters have a limited impact on the correspondence
algorithm compared to dmax ' This parameter with multiple functions has a large influence on the
performance of the correspondence algorithm. So it is important to look at the setting of this
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parameter. We repeat the formula to set dmax :

dmu = ömin + jr(ömu -ömin)

With
0min = minimal disparity of lines from two successive images found in the
sequence
0max = maximal disparity of lines from two successive images found in the
sequence
fr = fraction of search restriction

(39)

With 0 ~fr ~ 1 we choose a dmax somewhere between the smallest and the largest disparity in the
sequence. As a first guess we choose fr=O.5 in the experiments of the previous sections. Now we
vary fr between 0 and 1. We expect the graphs displayed in figure 28 for Nits, Ta, fNN , f.w, and
Re:

Nlts

O.U------i-'----=!-I---~·-__=_-
0.0 !tI 1~0 fr ~

- 1 -

0·UL----O;--.0----=!-f~-2----l-i-~O--fr=---

- 2 -

Rct
1.0

- 3 -
tigure 28 fr- relations: (1) Nim' (2) Ta ,(3) fNN , f,w , (4) Re

0.0

- 4 -

case 1

The number of trajectories in the initial set Nits is constant tor fr ~frl' Below this value dmax is
too small which means a lot of links are not made and phantom lines are inserted resulting in a
large Nits (plot 1). The number of trajectories intluences the time needed to evaluate all
possibilities with these trajectories. So Ta is large if Nits is large. With an increasing fr above frz
the search restriction is weakened and more possible swapping candidates are evaluated up to a
level where every combination is evaluated. More evaluations result in a large Ta, of course (plot
2). The relation between fNN and fr is dear. The course otr:whas two parts. At fr>fr3 an
increasing fr results in an increasing f,w just like with Ta' At fr < fr3 the number of links with
phantom lines increases with a decreasing fr. All combinations with phantom lines are evaluated
as possible swapping candidates and thus t:w increases (plot 3). For Re we expect two possible
graphs. For the first case we expect a Re = 1 with fr above a minimum search restriction fr4 •

Increasing fr will result in the evaluation of more possible swaps but none of them will be
executed. The second case is not insensitive for weakening the search restriction. If we increase fr
above fr5, where we find the best solution Re"" 1, Re decreases. In difficult sequences more wrong
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swaps will be executed with a less restricted swapping procedure (plot 4).

We now want to find that particular fr which gives the best chance on a good result like fr4 or fr5 •

A less interesting setting is fr=frz which creates aresuit with the smallest Ta' If we find Re = 1
with fr=frz that setting is ideal. The best result in a minimal amount of time.

We experimented with fr=O.OOI, 01,0.2, .. ,1.0 for a small set of sequences.p3s2_*.ldr is a 2D
artificial sequence taken from the s-set in 6.2.4. The others are 3D artificial sequences. We set
all modifications which can intluence the restriction areas off to have a clear view on the effect of
a variation of fr. All sequences gave results which were consistent with the predicted graphs. The
results are listed in appendix V. In table 5 we give the best possible fr for every sequence in
column 2. In column 3 it is noted whether the sequence is of case 1 or 2 (see figure 28, plot 4).

Table 5. Characteristic fr settings

sequence best fr case 1 or 2 fr with 1st decrease

box*.ldr 0.001 1

brnO*.ldr 0.1 2 0.3

nbO*.ldr 0.1 2 0.2

st s*.ldr 0.1 2 0.6

p3s2_*.ldr 0.1 1

If the sequence of case 2 we add in column 4 the fr for which we detect the flrst decrease in Re'
The idea, that a general dmax is not possible. is confirmed here. There is no fr which is best
suitable for any arbitrary sequence. The choice of fr=O.1 , the average of the values in column 2,
seems to be the most suitable. The rough choice of fr=0.5 was not so bad, but with and fr=O.1
we have a smaller Ta and probably evaluate less supertluous possibilities.
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7 Results

In chapter 6 we examined a number of sequences with varying difficulty. We looked at interesting
variables described in 6.1.2 to interpret the results. But in the end we want to know how good the
results are. We want to have results as good as possible within areasonabie amount of calculation
time. So now we are only interested in the values of Re which indicates the correctness of the end
result. The results from the experiments with and without the use of the modifications of 4.3.2 are
given in table 6.

Table 6. Overview of the Re values of the experiments

Sequence without modifications with moditications

s-set 0.864 0953

box*.ldr 1.000 1.000

brnO* .ldr 0.611 0.889

nbO* .ldr 0.174 0.870

st s*.ldr 1.000 1.000

bxn* .ldr 0.171 0.529

csfmha*.ldr 0.179 0.732

r2r*.ldr 0.267 0.294

The first row contains the average values over all sequences of the s-set. The last three rows
contain Re values which are estimated with the use of SFMVIEW. If the result is Re:::;; 1 the use of
the modifications improves the result in all cases. Also the calculation time is shorter for all
sequences if the moditications are activated. All experiments are done with fr=O.5. With a
smaller fr the results maybe can be improved. The improvement will probably be minor because
the restrictions in the moditications have a similar effect.

The result of the s-set is not Re = I because this set includes two not smooth camera paths and a
few sequences in which a few lines are very close to each other. The 3D artificial sequences
brnO*.ldr and nbO*.ldr both have a few incorrect links. For sequence brnO*.ldr we can create an
initial result Rci = 1.0 but a wrong swap is not prevented with the search restrietions. For sequence
nbO* .ldr we do not find a Rei = 1.0 and the swaps also can not create the Re = 1 result. Sequence
bxn*.ldr and csfmha*.ldr have a bad result due to completely and partially missing lines. The last
sequence r2r* .ldr has a bad result because the camera path is not smooth enough and the line
changes are relatively large.

With the modifications the correspondence algorithm is able to establish ±95% of the correct
correspondences for sequences with a smooth camera path and almost no missing lines.
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8 Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

The examined correspondence algorithm is suitable to handle the Hne correspondence problem for
a certain range of image sequences. It can create the correct result for sequences with no missing
Hnes, smooth and small changes of the lines and no Hnes very close to each other. The
experiments indicate that the proposed modifications improve the results. With a modified
algorithm we achieve a larger percentage of correct correspondences in less time. One of the
improvements decreases the dependency of the result on the orders of the Hnes in the input. The
algorithm succeeds in creating a good limited search area.

A small set of experiments indicate that arestriction fraction fr=O.l sets a suitable value for the
search limitation constant dmax '

By describing the concept concerning the diftïculty of sequences we can c1assify different types of
sequences. If we can estimate the difticulty of a sequence we can predict how good the results of
the correspondence algorithm will be.

In a sequence lines can be missing due to objects hiding other objects (ocdusion) or due to Hnes
going out of the camera view. The correspondence algorithm does not handle these situations
satisfactorily. Although the correspondence algorithm accounts tor missing lines the results for
sequences with missing lines are not good. A sequence with a small percentage of lines missing is
still able to achieve a partially correct result. A 100% correct result is impossible if lines are
missing for multiple images in the middle of the sequence. An extra algorithm is necessary which
handles partially incorrect trajectories caused by missing lines.

Real image sequences give a worse result than artificial sequences. Errors made by the Hne
extraction tooI increase the difticulty of a sequence. The extraction process can result in a
sequence with missing Hnes which are not occluded or out of view, noisy lines which are not
projections of any 3D line in the scene and small collinear lines which actually should form one
line. All these errors make it very hard to obtain a good result with the correspondence algorithm.

Recommendations

By checking the value of R for obtained and correct sets of trajectories we could validate the basic
assumption of the correspondence algorithm that the smoothest trajectories are the correct ones.

The correspondence algorithm can come up with a suboptimal Rand an incorrect set of
trajectories. With a SA search procedure we investigate a larger search area which can increase
the chance on reaching the global optimum. It could be investigated whether SA improves the
results for various image sequences.

An extra algorithm to solve the problem of the missing lines, is desired. This would increase the
scope of the correspondence algorithm considerably.

If we have more insight in the difticulty of sequences we can setup a more representative set of
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experiments to pass a founded judgement on the quality of the correspondence algorithm.

Comparing results obtained by the correspondence algorithm discussed in this report with results
of other correspondence algorithms can give more insight into the particular weaknesses of each
algorithm.
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Appendix I. Camera paths and basic images of 2D sequences

The s-set is built with the following 18 path files (PTH format, see section 6.3.3):

path 1

path 4

path 10

path 13

path 2

path 5

path 8

path 11

path 14

72

path 3

path 6

path 9

path 12

path 15



path 16 path 17 path 18

The s-set is built with the following 6 basic images:

D o D

~I

I I
~J

I
//1

[DI11
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Appendix 11. Results of the experiments with the 2D artificial image sequences

p

RND OR-AND R1GID1TY ORDERSET CHECKBACK

testl on or off off off

test2 on and off off off

test3 on and on off off

test4 on and on on off

testS off and off off off

test6 on or on off off

test? on or on on on

test8 on and on on on

Table Al. Settinos of ex eriments with the s-set

qgp

Cl testl test2 test3 test4 testS test6 test7 test8

fcmi 0,979 0,979 0,979 0,981 0,985 0,979 0,981 0,981

Rei 0,914 0,915 0,915 0,926 0,937 0,915 0,926 0,926

N,w 18,194 13,296 1,741 3,037 14,315 4,630 1,556 1,102

fcm 0,935 0,946 0,981 0,981 0,959 0,977 0,987 0,985

Re 0,870 0,865 0,930 0,931 0,896 0,929 0,953 0,945

T. 18,180 11,755 2,064 2,054 15,467 4,321 2,928 1,839

Ti 1,135 1,134 1,133 1,140 1,151 1,134 1,133 1,137

Nb 6,231 4,972 2,120 2,157 6,861 3,046 -- --

Nr 5,907 5,778 1,574 1,593 5,657 2,046 -- --

abIe Ai. . Results of ex eriments with the s-set avera evalues over 108 se uences
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Appendix 111. 3D image sequences

image brnOl.ldr

image boxO.ldr

image brnOO.ldr

image nbOO.ldr

image sCsO.ldr

image box l.ldr

image nbO l.ldr

/\\
\D

image box4.ldr

/\\

~\\~
/ \_\ \iJ
\/;
\L-;

image brn05.ldr

f\\
\.//\U

image nb05.ldr

image scs4.ldr
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image box6.ldr

image brn09.ldr

image nb09.ldr

image scs6.ldr



image bxn7.ldrimage bxn4.ldrimage bxnl.ldrimage bxnO.ldr

Real sequences:

image r2r3.ldrimage r2r2.ldrimage r2rl.ldrimage r2rO.ldr

image csfmha7.ldrimage csfmha4.ldrimage csfmhal.ldrimage csfmhaO.ldr

Remarks:
- for every sequence four images are drawn.
- some image are displayed 90 degrees rotated.
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Appendix IV. Results of experiments with 3D artificial and rea! image sequences

qpg

OR-AND RIGIDITY ORDERSET CHECKBACK

test! or off off off

test2 and off off off

test3 and off off on

test4 and on off on

testS and on on on

test6 or on on on

test7 or off on on

Table A3. settin s in the ex eriments of the 3D se uences

test!
N Nanl (",; R.:i Nsw (m Re Ta fsw Nb Nr

box 7 9.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.050 0.656 1 1
broO 10 18.000 0.975 0.778 203 0.395 0.333 9.424 0.789 31 21
nbO 10 23.000 0.981 0.826 267 0.386 0.174 19.478 0.848 31 31
st s 7 27.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.370 0.487 1 1
bxn 8 34.250 -- 218 0.323 35.551 0.858 31 31
csfmha 7 54.143 -- 288 0.214 68.759 0.850 31 31
r2r 4 15.000 -- 84 0.067 1.942 0.931 17 16

test2
N Nanl fcmi Rei Nsw fcm Re Ta t:w Nb Nr

box 7 9.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.031 0.382 1 1
broO 10 18.000 0.975 0.778 27 0.846 0.611 1.412 0.428 7 5
nbO 10 23.000 0.981 0.826 296 0.237 0.174 14.361 0.548 31 31
st s 7 27.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.261 0.262 1 1
bxn 8 34.250 -- 251 0.171 26.418 0.630 31 31
csfmha 7 54.143 -- 294 0.179 57.723 0.654 31 31
r2r 4 15.000 -- 55 0.267 1.502 0.733 17 16

test3
N Nanl fcmi Rei Nsw fcm Re Ta fsw Nb Nr

box 7 9.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.030 0.382 1 1
broO 10 18.000 0.975 0.778 3 0.988 0.889 0.371 0.436 2 1
nbO 10 23.000 0.981 0.826 20 0.879 0.435 4.266 0.589 8 9
st s 7 27.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.310 0.262 1 1
bxn 8 34.250 -- 60 0.400 17.185 0.647 24 14
csfmha 7 54.143 -- 79 0.518 36.302 0.688 18 19
r2r 4 15.000 -- 31 0.125 0.771 0.727 17 16
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test4
N Nanl fcmi Rei N.w fem Re Ta f.w Nb Nr

box 7 9.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.030 0.113 I I
brnO 10 18.000 0.975 0.778 2 0.975 0.778 0.400 0.137 3 2
nbO 10 23.000 0.981 0.826 3 0.976 0.826 0.601 0.192 3 I
st s 7 27.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.191 0.068 I I
bxn 8 34.250 -- 30 0.543 5.167 0.186 15 5
csfmha 7 54.143 -- 69 0.732 23.454 0.045 31 31
r2r 4 15.000 -- 6 0.375 0.090 0.063 17 16

testS
N Nanl fcmi Rei N.w fem Re Ta f.w Nb Nr

box 7 9.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.020 0.113 I I
brnO 10 18.000 1.000 1.000 I 0.988 0.889 0.251 0.150 2 I
nbO 10 23.000 0.990 0.913 2 0.990 0.913 0.7Il 0.146 3 2
st s 7 27.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.200 0.069 I I
bxn 8 34.250 -- 33 0.571 6.540 0.161 16 11
csfmha 7 54.143 -- 24 0.679 6.799 0.074 8 8
r2r 4 15.000 -- 5 0.294 0.121 0.131 18 17

test6
N Nanl (". Rei N,w (m Re Ta f,w Nb Nr

box 7 9.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.040 0.216 I I
brnO 10 18.000 1.000 1.000 I 0.988 0.889 0.331 0.284 2 I
nbO 10 23.000 0.990 0.913 5 0.981 0.870 1.042 0.250 4 2
st s 7 27.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.311 0.206 I I
bxn 8 34.250 -- 47 0.529 14.571 0.204 31 23
csfmha 7 54.143 -- 33 0.732 7.881 0.081 8 11
r2r 4 15.000 -- 5 0.294 0.110 0.142 18 17

test7
N Nanl f . Rei N,w (m Re Ta f,w Nb NrCIlU

box 7 9.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.051 0.651 1 I
brnO 10 18.000 1.000 1.000 I 0.988 0.889 0.530 0.753 2 I
nbO 10 23.000 0.990 0.913 18 0.879 0.478 4.426 0.8Il 7 7
st s 7 27.000 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.380 0.485 I 1
bxn 8 34.250 -- 43 0.618 13.069 0.835 15 8
csfmha 7 54.143 -- 76 0.518 39.938 0.829 17 19
r2r 4 15.000 -- 12 0.294 0.411 0.959 18 17

Remarks:
- when Nb~31 and Nf~31 the swapping procedure is cut off.
- for bxn*.ldr, csfmha*.ldr and r2r*.ldr only the resuit fraction Re has been determined.
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Appendix v. Results of experiments with a varying fr to test the dntax setting

name fcmi Rei N.w (.", Re Ta f,w fr Ni.. N..

p3s2_ 0.339 0.156 0 0.339 0.156 6.960 0.926 0.001 159 15
p3s2 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.241 0.073 0.100 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.261 0.093 0.200 32 32
p3s2 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.311 0.113 0.300 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.320 0.182 0.400 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.370 0.232 0.450 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.380 0.268 0.500 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.531 0.353 0.550 32 32
p3s2 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.470 0.386 0.600 32 32
p3s2 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.581 0.561 0.700 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.822 0.786 0.800 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.861 0.958 0.900 32 32
p3s2_ 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.862 1.000 1.000 32 32

name fcmi Rei N.w (.", Re Ta f.w fr Ni.. N..

box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.030 0.204 0.001 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.030 0.204 0.100 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.020 0.204 0.200 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.020 0.236 0.300 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.030 0.296 0.400 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.030 0.351 0.450 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.040 0.382 0.500 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.050 0.478 0.550 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.050 0.493 0.600 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.050 0.507 0.700 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.050 0.660 0.800 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.060 0.880 0.900 9 9
box 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.071 1.000 1.000 9 9

name fcmi Rei N,w (.", Re Ta f,w fr Ni.. N..

broO 0.006 0.000 0 0.006 0.000 11.696 0.980 0.001 179 1
broO 0.975 0.778 1 0.988 0.889 0.280 0.114 0.100 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 23 0.988 0.889 2.844 0.135 0.200 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 29 0.895 0.611 3.295 0.188 0.300 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 36 0.858 0.667 4.176 0.310 0.400 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 72 0.944 0.667 4.476 0.363 0.450 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 27 0.846 0.611 1.473 0.428 0.500 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 107 0.636 0.389 5.428 0.538 0.550 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 210 0.321 0.278 6.760 0.695 0.600 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 197 0.444 0.333 8.733 0.893 0.700 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 156 0.469 0.278 8.152 0.970 0.800 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 204 0.463 0.278 9.243 0.996 0.900 18 18
broO 0.975 0.778 204 0.463 0.278 9.704 1.000 1.000 18 18
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name fcmi Rei Nsw ('TIl Re Ta fsw fr Ni" N"

nbO 0.010 0.000 0 0.010 0.000 18.817 0.980 0.001 228 2
nbO 0.981 0.826 4 1.000 1.000 0.530 0.105 0.100 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 51 0.923 0.652 4.967 0.151 0.200 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 166 0.556 0.087 5.978 0.233 0.300 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 207 0.415 0.043 7.301 0.338 0.400 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 229 0.217 0.087 8.142 0.414 0.450 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 185 0.275 0.130 9.663 0.546 0.500 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 194 0.309 0.087 11.276 0.673 0.550 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 217 0.319 0.130 12.258 0.758 0.600 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 178 0.367 0.217 13.590 0.871 0.700 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 197 0.415 0.217 14.450 0.952 0.800 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 205 0.386 0.217 15.092 0.992 0.900 23 23
nbO 0.981 0.826 205 0.386 0.217 15.032 1.000 1.000 23 23

name fcmi Re; Nsw fcm Re Ta fsw fr Ni" Nis

st s 0.006 0.000 0 0.006 0.000 9.143 0.959 0.001 188 1
st s 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.180 0.079 0.100 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.191 0.112 0.200 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.240 0.131 0.300 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.230 0.179 0.400 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.240 0.217 0.450 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.260 0.262 0.500 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 0.311 0.304 0.550 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 9 0.901 0.741 1.272 0.355 0.600 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 44 0.778 0.704 6.720 0.664 0.700 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 6 0.926 0.889 1.762 0.917 0.800 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 6 0.926 0.889 1.862 0.988 0.900 27 27
st s 1.000 1.000 6 0.926 0.889 1.832 1.000 1.000 27 27
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Appendix VI.Overview of the C + + modules of trace

The program trace is set up with the following modules:

decl.h

Containing all formats of the constants (e.g. dmaJ and some other data and types.

constant.h

In this header tile default settings of the internal parameters can be tilled-in.

line.cpp

Class line.
Data structure for a line.
A line contains Xmid' Ymid' angle and length.
Begin and end point are also stored.

lineset.cpp

Class lineset.
Data structure tor a set of lines.
The lines are ordered in an list,
Each line has its number.
A lineset resembles to an image.
A lineset can contain a variabie number of lines

seriels.cpp

Class serielinesets.
Data structure for a set of Iinesets .
A serielinesets resembles to a sequence of images.
A serielinesets contains a variabIe number of linesets.
This number is equal to the number of images in the sequence.

trajecto.cpp

Class trajectory.
Data structure for a trajectory.
A trajectory is a list of integer numbers.
In a trajectory the correspondence of a line is stored.
The integers are the numbers of the lines in the linesets. The number i at the kth position
in the trajectory resembles to the line with number i in the kth image.
The number of integers will equal the number of images.

trajset.cpp

Class trajectoryset.
Data structure tor a set of trajectories.
A trajectoryset can have a variabIe number of trajectories.
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In a trajectoryset all correspondences are stored.

point.cpp

Class endpoint.
Data structure for an end point.
An end point consists of two coordinates.

poinset.cpp

Class endpointset
Data structures for a set of end points.
An endpointset can store all end points of an LDR file which will be later translated into a
lineset.

psLcpp

Functions for the path coherence calculations.
Contains the calculation of path coherence and the Gij function and some extra calculation
function.
Contains the implementation of the crossed disparity condition.

Uraj.cpp

Contains the procedure which generates an initial trajectoryset by using a nearest
neighbour-rule and the information from a serielinesets object.

algo.cpp

Contains the forward and backward pass procedures. The initial trajectoryset is
manipulated by swapping parts of trajectories. The swapping is done by using the path
coherence measure.

core.cpp

Contains the matchO-function in which the following is done
• reading the lines in a serielinesets.
• calculate the initial trajectories.
• execute the swapping procedure (back and forward pass)
• write the result in sorted SRT files.

match.cpp

Contains the main-function.
Processes the information from the ASCII tile 'program.opt' in which the user chooses the
settings of the correspondence algorithm.
Runs the match-function of core.cpp

writeldr.cpp

Contains the procedures which creates the SRT output tiles with the information of a set
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of trajectories and the image sequence.

Idr.cpp

A few procedures to handle the LDR files.

warnings.cpp

Contains a number of warning messages, used to watch unexpected errors in the program.

Contains a number of supporting functions like file manipulation functions.

input.cpp

Procedures for processing all input of the file program.opt.

getmatch.cpp

Procedures for judgement of the obtained result. When the LDR files are stored in the
correct way we easily can create the correct set of trajectories. With other LDR files the
correct trajectories have to be set up with the help of a viewer. The resulting correct
trajectories can be stored in a res file. When enough information is available procedures in
getmatch.cpp build the correct set of trajectories and compare this with the obtained
trajectories. With this comparison the percentage of correct correspondences can be
calcuIated .

random.cpp

Contains procedures to randomize lines in their linesets. With this randomizing action it is
possible to check identical image sequences with different orders of the lines in the
images. Order dependency of the correspondence algorithm can now be examined.
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Appendix VII. Explanation of the booleans and numbers in program.opt

The booleans and numbers in the file 'program.opt' have the following meaning:

Randomized

Indicates if the sets of lines are randomized before execution of the matching operation.

DispCondition

Indicates which boolean operator is used in the crossed disparity condition. AND =fAlse,
OR=tRue (modification 4).

CheckRigidity

Indicates if the rigidity check (modification 5) is activated.

OrderSetl

Indicates if the first set of lines is ordered from low to high density of lines (modification 6).

CheckBack

Indicates if the checking back action (moditication 7) is activated.

RealScene

Indicates if the LDR files order the lines in a correct way, i.e. the orders of the LDR tiles contain
the correct correspondences. With ReaiScene=TRUE it is assumed this is not the case and the
RES file with the correct trajectories will be read. ReaIScene=FALSE means we can
automatically construct the correct trajectories for comparison with the trajectories resulting trom
the matching action.

ShowMemory

Indicates if the function to print the quantity of left over RAM memory is active. This debug
function is used to check for unnecessary copying of objects and to see if an object is destructed
without keeping memory allocated.

UseDefault

Indicates whether the default values of constant.h or the user defined values in program.opt are
used.

ShowSwap

Indicates if the swaps are printed on screen. With ShowSwap=TRUE for every swap the two
trajectories and the position from which has been swapped, is given.

TestResult
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Indicates whether the retrieved and the correct result are compared.

ViewAlgo

Indicates if the course of the swapping procedure is printed on screen with the B-F-S symbols.

ShowCorrectTrajectories/ShowTrajectories

Indicate if the retrieved trajectories (ShowTrajectories) or the correct trajectories
(ShowCorrectTrajectories) are printed on screen after the initial an the swapping procedure.

WriteOutcome

Indicates if log files should be built and saved. These log files contain data with which the
program execution can be analyzed afterwards.

WriteSRTtiles

Indicates if SRT tiles should be built and saved.

Pauses

Indicates if the program stops and waits until a key is pressed at a number of moments during
program execution. With Pauses=TRUE it is easier to follow the execution. With
Pauses=FALSE the execution is fast.

ManualSwaps

In a few cases it is interesting to manipulate the initial result with some manually set swaps and
afterwards watch the swapping procedure. ManualSwaps indicates if these manual disturbances are
activated.

ReSize

Indicates if the x- and y- coordinates are scaled. With this sealing the size of the coordinates of
the mid point are of the same order as the angle ().

We end with 9 numbers which are:

• setting of dmax

• setting of Fmax

• setting of the maximum number of passes.
This number is used as a stop condition for the swapping procedure. If both the number of
forward passes and the number of backward passes exceeds the maximum value the swapping
procedure is stopped.
• setting of weights VI' Vz, V3, v4, wl , Wz.
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